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GENERAL STATEMENT OF EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED. 

During the cotton-growing seasons of 1915 and 1916 the writers 
conducted a series of studies to ascertain the value of various meth- 
eds of collecting boll weevils and infested cotton forms as a means 
of control for the cotton-boll weevil. The experimental work was 
conducted in the vicinity of Tallulah, La., while more or less ex- 
tensive observations were made at various points throughout Lou- 
isiana and Mississippi. The following studies apply most directly 
to the conditions existing in what is termed the “‘ Delta”’ of Louisiana 
and Mississippi, but are also undoubtedly applicable to other por- 
tions of the cotton belt where a severe weevil infestation prevails. 

In July, 1916, the senior writer published a preliminary report on 
the results of the 1915 studies! in order to place the information 
secured in a form available for use by the planters. 

Note.—This bulletin will be of interest to entomologists and to cotton growers in the Delta region of 
Louisiana. 

1Coad, B. R. Cotton-boll Weevil Control in the Mississippi Delta, with Special Reference to Square 

_ Picking and Weevil Picking. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 382, July 8, 1916. 
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The investigations of 1916 were conducted under seasonal and 
climatic conditions differing considerably from those of 1915 and 
were more extensive, so that it seems that the combined results of 
the two seasons’ investigations may be considered as more or less 
conclusive. The following report presents a rather brief summary 
of these experiments, together with the conclusions which seem 
warranted by the observations. 

The various field experiments were conducted by the junior writer 
and Messrs. W. B. Williams and T. P. Cassidy, under the direction 
of the senior writer. 

BRIEF REVIEW OF 1915 EXPERIMENTS. 

Before proceeding with a consideration of the investigations of 
1916 it is probably well to review briefly the results of the 1915 stud- 
ies, since the program of work for the second year was based upon 
these results. In 1915, plat tests of the collection of fallen forms in 
the cotton field gave an increased yield of 23 per cent over the un- 
treated cotton. Similar tests of weevil collection were started and 
the study of weevil infestation and other observations made during 
the season indicated that a similar degree of control was being se- 
cured. Unfortunately, the weevil-picking test plats of that year 
were ruined by hail in the latter part of June, so most of the con- 
clusions on weevil picking were based on observations made prior 
to the hail storm and upon comparative efficiency studies of the 
various means of collecting adult weevils made later in the season. 

The seasonal conditions of 1915 in the neighborhood where these 
experiments were conducted were very peculiar. Owing to the 
rather severe winter of 1914-15 the emergence from hibernation in 
the spring of 1915 was very light and late, resulting in only a shght 
initial infestation. Following this, the exceedingly dry weather of 
July produced a very high climatic control of the weevil stages in 
the fallen forms. This naturally resulted in a comparatively light 
degree of weevil injury regardless of whether or not control meas- 
ures were practiced. In view of this very unusually light degree of 
injury it was considered probable that different seasonal conditions 
would produce different results from these control measures. 

One interesting feature of the investigation of 1915 was the study — 
of different methods of collection of the weevils and infested forms. 
Consideration of two factors—(1) the labor supply available and (2) 
the labor required for the hand picking of either the weevils or the 
infested forms—showed these measures of repression to be imprac- 
ticable under the average Delta plantation conditions, hence an effort 
was made to find some way of reducing the labor requirements of the 
picking operation. The most promising method considered in this 
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connection was the use of the bag-and-hoop as a weevil collector. 
This semimechanical method, which has been explained in detail in 
the earlier bulletin, proved to collect more weevils in less time than 
did hand picking, and as an additional advantage gathered a con- 
siderable number of infested squares and bolls during the course of 
the shaking operation. As it was so well adapted to the type of 
labor available and as it considerably reduced the amount of labor 
required, this method appeared to give the greatest promise of suc- 
cess. Consequently the investigations of 1916, which largely em- 
ployed the bag-and-hoop method of collection, were aimed at secur- 
ing information on the exact degree of control exerted by its use in 
the field under varying conditions. 

LINES OF INVESTIGATION IN 1916. 

The experiments of 1916 may be divided into three more or less 
distinct lines of investigation. These were: (1) Plat tests under 
field conditions. to determine the degree of weevil control produced 
by the operation of the bag-and-hoop for different periods at various 
time intervals between pickings; (2) intensive studies on the relation 
of the time mterval between the pickings to the proportion of the 
infested forms collected in the bag; and (8) studies on the efficiency 

of certain mechanical collectors. 

TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN BAG-AND-HOOP COLLECTIONS IN RELATION 
TO PROPORTION OF INFESTED FORMS SECURED. 

As has been stated, one of the favorable features attending the use 
of the bag-and-hoop as a means of collecting weevils was the collec- 
tion of the infested squares and bolls while shaking the plants for the 
weevils. Thus this operation to some extent combined the results 
secured from two operations—(1) hand picking of weevils and (2) 
hand picking of infested forms. However, in attempting to outline 
some scheme for the practical use of the bag-and-hoop in the field 
it was necessary to know just what proportion of the forms fall- 
ing to the ground because of weevil injury would be collected at 
different time intervals between pickings. In other words, it seemed 
desirable to find just what time interval would be necessary to secure 

_ the largest proportion of the infested squares and still be feasible for 
use. Indirect information on this score was of course secured from 
the general field tests of the use of this method of control; but, in 
addition to these, an intensive study was conducted by Mr. Willams 
on Eureka plantation, near Tallulah, La. The idea of this study was 
not so much to secure information on the actual degree of weevil 
control exerted by this operation in the plats under observation, but 
to secure information on the forms collected in the bags and the 
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forms reaching the ground in the different plats. As one of the 
larger field tests of the bag-and-hoop method was also located on this 
same plantation, this intensive study was termed “ Eureka Experi- 
ment No, 2.” 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATS. 

For conducting this study a small block of cotton was selected in 
the center of the cut. This cotton was a part of the general planting 
of the cut and was farmed exactly the same as the surrounding cotton 
throughout the season. The experimental area considered was 32 
rows in width and 150 feet long. This was divided into eight plats of 
four rows each. The two outside plats were left untreated as checks, 
while plat 1 was shaken with the bag-and-hoop six times a week; 
plat 2, five times; plat 3, four times; plat 4, three times; plat 5, twice; 
and plat 6 once a week during the experimental period. These pickings 
were distributed through the week as well as possible. In addition 
to picking these plats a strip 30 feet in length beyond the end of each 
plat was gone over each time that the adjoining plat was picked. 
This was done simply to provide a buffer system which would protect 
the plats from an immigration of weevils from unpicked cotton. 

The cotton variety used in these plats was the Simpkin’s Ideal, and 
a good stand prevailed at the beginning of the experiment. 

METHOD OF OPERATION. 

The method of collection used in these plats was the ordinary 
system of bag-and-hoop shaking, the plants being shaken into a sack 
held open by a hoop sewn in the mouth. 

Negro laborers were used for the work, but they were under the 
constant supervision of an entomologist, and care was taken to 
make the work very thorough. Unnecessary injury to the plants 
was avoided as much as possible. At the beginning of the season 
bags about 20 inches in diameter were used for the small plants, but 
these were later replaced by considerably larger ones which allowed 
a reasonably thorough treatment as long as the pickings were 
continued. 

The pickings were started on June 12. The plats had been watched 
carefully for some weeks before that time in order to start the picking 
as soon as the weevils became sufficiently abundant to make the 
records of any value. The initial spring infestation in this particular 
cut of cotton was rather light, and it was not until about this date that 
any weevils could be located in the plats. Following this first picking 
the schedule mentioned was continued for nine weeks, thus making 
the total pickings of the different plats range from 9 in plat 6 to 54 
in plat 1. 
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WEEVILS COLLECTED. 

Throughout the experimental period a record was kept of the 
number of weevils gathered from each row of each plat at each pick- 
ing. These records are only of incidental interest, as the extreme 
smallness of the plats, of course, allowed more or less of an interplat 
movement of weevils every day, and the records secured bear no 
relation to the conditions which would exist if larger tracts were 
picked at the different time intervals. However, the row and plat 
totals and plat averages for the season are of some interest and are 
given in Table 1. 

TaBLE 1.—Total number of weevils collected, by rows and plats, Eureka plantation, 
Talluluh, La., 1916. 

Total Eee ieee ae i a Average 
number | Row No.| Row No.| Row No.| Row No. at per 

Plat No. of . 2. 3. 4, total picking 
pickings. for plat. 

TSE Aik Hie aa one ae Sate ee 54 275 257 130 210 872 16.1 
72 Se aS Ape eS OS tad Me 45 229 3 184 176 792 17.5 
So Jet oS Sek See eee aie ies 36 169 167 243 176 755 20.9 
ARs NOUN NEES ERS CaN 27 127 174 100 136 537 19.8 
he Sa US ee SE Ser S eae 18 92 114 108 110 424 23.5 
ES 8 Ear Ene te Sire a= OO or eae 9 81 60 84 62 287 31.8 

From this table it is seen that, generally speaking, the weevils per 
picking increased about in proportion to the increase in the time 
interval between pickings. However, the average number of weevils 
per picking in plat 6 was only twice that of plat 1, whereas plat 1 
was picked six times as often as plat 6. The fact that there was an 
increase in the number of weevils secured per picking with the 
decrease in the number of pickings shows that the weevil movement 
within even these small plats was at least not sufficient to equalize 
the distribution completely throughout the plats between the pick- 
ings. This point is of principal interest in connection with the con- 
sideration of the important question of the extent and effect of the 
interplat movement of weevils in the larger field tests, which will be 
discussed later in the present report. 

FORMS COLLECTED IN BAGS, 

In the same way that the weevil collections were recorded the 
forms gathered in the sacks from each row at each picking were 
noted. These forms were examined each time and divided into 
squares and bolls; then these were redivided into those uninjured 
(termed ‘“‘clean’’), those weevil punctured, and those showing other 
injury, such as rot, worm injury, etc. The plat totals secured during 
the different pickings are shown in Table 2, and are rearranged in 
Table 3 to show the averages per picking for each plat. 
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TABLE 2.—Total number of forms collected in bags and percentage injured, Eureka 
plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916. — 

| Bolls. Squares. 

| Total 

aioe Clean, | Weevil, | Otherin-| ao] clean. | Weevil | Other in- pols 
at No. 3 unctured. j 3 i ctured. j 

e prs num- sha tay | ars Total | Squares 
a eae ber —————— eol- : oe 

To-| Per| To- | Per| To- | Per ronnas To- | Per| To- | Per) To-| Per lected.| ‘ected. 
tal. jeent.| tal. |cent.| tal. igre ‘| tal. jeent.| tal. i tal. jeent. 

bt hese eee ee Se 1, 224) 44.5 770| 28.0 755\ 27.5) 2, 749)1, 435] 33.7] 2,7 64.2) 91) 2.1) 4, 7,015 
PRs See atd 800) 42.9 577} 31.0} 486) 26.1] 1, 863/1, 362] 30.2) 3,073 68.0! 82) 1.8) 4,517 6, 380 
5S ieee oe 610} 37.9 481| 29.8] 520) 32.3} 1,611/1,424) 32.0) 2,969) 66.6) 64) 1.4) 4,457 6, 068 
AP. eae enna 633) 44.4 422) 29.7) 368) 25.9} 1,423) 726) 25.8) 2,027) 72.0) 63) 2.2) 2,816 4, 239 
eee eee oe 171} 28.1 246} 40.2} 195) 31.7 612} 686} 26.4) 1,813) 71.4 55] 252) 25554 3, 166 
GAS ae sees 121} 35.7 118) 34.8} 100) 29.5 339} 562) 30.7} 1,240 67.6) 32| 1.7) 1,834 PER: 

Total... .|3, 559)... - Peas 2,424)... 8, 597|6, 195}... - f3 862 [eee |e SsRlies sone 20,444) 29,041 
Weighted | | 

average. .... | eae 41. 4 serece S04 ee 25 A beets supe" 2 sD sce ee 67. | ees i: ‘| Bee Se ee 

From Table 2 it is seen that the total forms collected ranged from 
2,173 for plat 6 to 7,015 for plat 1. In other words, three times as 
many forms were gathered in the bags in plat 1 as in plat 6. These 
figures show the number of forms collected per plat to increase quite 
rapidly with the increase in the number of pickings. In fact, the 
average bolls per picking increased somewhat with the increase in 
the number of pickings per plat. The figures on the percentage 
infested and clean show this increase to be largely due to the fact 
that more clean bolls were shaken off as the number of pickings per 
week was increased. This was quite probably due to the weight of 
the bolls breaking the stems during the frequently repeated shakings. 

The square collections show different results from the boll records 
just noted. With the squares the increase per collection as the shak- 
ings decreased in frequency is marked, ranging from 79 for plat 1 to 
204 for plat 6. This difference in results between bolls and squares 
is probably due to the fact that the clean squares are not broken off 
in such large numbers by the excessive shakings as are the bolls. 
In fact, the percentage of clean squares collected in the different plats 
ranged only from 25.8 per cent to 33.7 per cent, while the clean bolls 
ranged from 28.1 per cent to 44.5 per cent. Incidentally, these 
results seem to indicate a rather undesirable amount of loss of clean 
forms due to the shaking process. 

The high percentage of bolls recorded as “‘other injury” was due 
to the fact that practically daily rains prevailed in the experimental ~ 
area during the month of July, and consequently there was a great 
shedding of young, infertile or rotting bolls. This rain may have 
increased the natural shedding of clean forms also, and thus raised 
this percentage above normal. In the total of all the pickings in all 
plats, one-third (weighted average 33.9 per cent) of the forms col- 

illite 
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lected in the bags were clean. Of course, some of these forms may 
have belonged to the class which shed normally for physiological 
causes, but this proportion seems to be very undesirably high. 

The fact that the squares collected in plat 1 numbered only two 
and one-half times as many as in plat 6, in spite of the fact that 
the former was picked six times as often as the latter, is of interest. 
This shows that a picking at a weekly interval secures more than 
that day’s pro rata of the squares due to fall. 

FALLEN FORMS COLLECTED. 

As a check on the relative number of forms collected in the bags, 
the number of forms falling to the ground in each row was also deter- 
mined. To accomplish this all forms were picked from the ground 
once a week, beginning June 29. These were examined and sorted 
into bolls and squares, clean and injured. ‘This sorting was continued 
until July 31, when it was found that so nearly all fallen forms were 
injured that they were divided only into bolls and squares. Unfor- 
tunately, the forms were not collected from the ground in the checks 
for the first four weeks. On July 25, however, all forms were cleared 
from the ground in the checks, and these two plats were included 
in the last three pickings. This makes it necessary to consider only 
these three pickings when comparing the picked plats with the checks. 

TaBLE 3.—Forms collected in bags averaged by pickings, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, 
La., 1916. 

Total forms col- Bolls collected. Squares collected. ecicd: 

Plat No. ae 
12 7 Average Average Average 

Total. _ per Total. per Total. per 
picking. picking. picking. 

lh s 3.6 GES AE SEAL ees ae oe Semmens 54 2,749 51 4, 266 79 7,015 130 
P05 2 ee ES Mes SR el Sala Sete ae 45 1, 863 41 4,517 100 6, 380 141 
Bee eee UI ee re ae eae eee 36 1,611 45 4,457 123 6, 068 168 
Sn a Ge ee SS See eae ERIC > eee ke 27 1, 423 52 2,816 104 4, 239 156 
By 5 5 cere Es Se ie Bie 18 612 34 2, 554 142 3, 166 176 

i} 

! 

\ 

| 
| 

f 
} 
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TaBLe 4.—Fallen forms collected. Plat totals at each collection, Eureka plantation 
Tallulah, La., 1916. 
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Plat 1. Plat 2. 

Bolls. Squares. Bolls. | Squares 

Date picked. 

3 5 3 | 8 3/8 ae 3 
(ead akan et oe et ZO ome acs = cs ee =f, = ec ieee 
Zhe Pre pe shee Oe oe Bn =e = en = PE a ha 
A i al Ve = ak A Wh, Ss = a A MS | So Sn 
a 

FATIG 0 even aCe aN oa | St 5 A, 5 be oH ees CG Gers meee erecta 42 | 18 24 
Silly oe ee a Ty (ae, aa 40| 14| 26 1h ee Ea | 16 8 8 
Taly Ape ws ep ote 394 | 108| 286] 248] 58| 190| 482| 152] 330| 375] 181| 194 
Filyy SEE OF DAIS 497| 17] 480] 227] 40| 187] 205| 16] 189| 200! 74] 126 
SPE ae eps See) 900 | 219] 681] 465] 64] 401] 889] 364] 525] 431| 86] 345 
Sally. Gi) Cees: SEY Ota. £1 701 | 692 }...... 692 | 836 |...... 836 {1,504 |..._.. 1, 504 
ATA OEE Oy eo | See 834 |1,085 |...... 1,085 | 942-}...2.. 942 11,566 |.....- 1, 566 
Naga 2d See 7 | 0 a 204 | 442 |...... 442 | 431 |...... 431 | 750 |...... 750 

Totals: “SA Gis 3, 543 | 344 Ps 186 |3,233 | 189 |3,044 |3,794 | 532 |3, 253 884 | 367 | 4,517 
| 

Plat 3. Plat 4 

Bolls. Squares. Bolls. Squares 
Date picked. 

5 fn | oS f) | 8 3 | & = 
z= qj = < q i = rs & = | z 
Be) ged) Re) gi jogs og! lag oso g aflis aie 
woe wee ez Rene Ol. ee eee ee ero 

Fine 29h) ALL) SEs iar Siwy BB eel 23 Bi 15 ol: Sy Se 4g | 12 36 
iatdy. Gee eee tees oe shale ke eee 19| 10 een co) eee LS Ee 26} 11 15 
Tisly AG eee 379 | 81| 298] 241] 91] 150] 365| 90| 275] 183] 84 99 
ETL CA ban ag ORs Ce ee 170| 17] 153] 196] 63} 133] 338| 43] 295| 299] 31] 268 
Shi Gai AS 1,112] 194] 918] 468| 44] 424 |1,974] 93 1,875] 851| 54] 797 
silyl esse > Ae oes P2088 eC ioee 1, 2034957 5). 22 957 |1,360 |-....: 1,360 |1, 403 |...... 1, 403 
ie ay ene rE ee ke 3s See $16 /1, 007, |s22 522 1,007: 885 |seaeee 885 |1, 044 |...__. 1, 044 
PCE at hes age maa tee eae iy ta gees 645 |1,224 |...... [27 ay a 6 fs MEWS aes 843 

EObAL: osc aed — 292 |4,033 /4,135 | 216 (3,919 |5,583 | 232 |5,337 |4,697 | 192 | 4,505 

Plat 5 Plat 6. | 
Average 
of both 

Date Bolls. | Squares. Bolls. Squares. checks 

picked: Ses aE Tn les eo 
S EO gt ee 38 se 3 \eo4 ae 
eo Pad | eo bee. Liat | 2 ERE) go 2S ge ee 
=i ees Sate [eis = 5 S 5 z a 5 lalisa 
> | 2g ce | 2 A = = — = a = ° o> 
ah SO va! ic S) = A S) = AZ S) = | R 

eae pbs an DER ed |e eh a) oe ee 

= Lge eke mapa moses mee age | 21 “32 ap Ly sean Paes Ra 65.) 16 |" 49) eer ee 
Joly 320 2. Oe beans are! 20 = hive Wf Wis 3) | ain Fel 64| 20 Ae Oe |---=- 
July. 10.3". 330| 70| 260] 341] 121 | 220| 821| 514| 307] 739] 438] 301 |......|...125 
Joly i7-. =. 219] 10| 209] 287] 24| 263| 543] 86| 457] 655] 61] 594|...... Wee. 
Fils ee 1,570} 66 |1,504 ;1,087 | 121 | 966 |1,997 | 109 |1,888 | 1,253 | 87 | 1,166 |......|..-... 
July st... ce pee 986 |1, 561 |...... 11,561 |2,090 |...... 090 | 3,536 |...... 3,536 |1,861 | 3,081 
Cie eae B 7601 eae 769 i, 732 ers FRE EoR FS bg ds abe L177 |) 2,65 2,645 |1,233 | 2, 248 
Aug. 14..... AOD oes | 492 1,383 |...... l1,383 | 913 |...... O12 | 2 S782 ae 2,874 |1, 032 | 2,218 

Total .|4,370 | 146 |4,220 wee 274 |6,158 |7,563 | 709 \6,832 Ha, 83 622 |11, 209 |4,126 | 7,547 
| 
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Taste 5.—Summary of fallen forms collected from picked plats, showing percentage 
injured and clean, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Bolls. Squares. Squares and bolls. 

a Clean. | Injured. g Clean. | Injured. Clean. | Injured. 
[onl fas} 

Plat No. = = 

re : : oe eo eo lesa en |e Pelee (ie | Meroe we wy » ty ey ty tu > 

BU St) ath! SUG BN SES) PBs) ieee see Seo 
oO oO oO (S) 3 oO (2) 

A} Sls) le! 2) sie} 2 lel é 5 5 
a ZA | & A PY Z Za | & a Ay a Za |e A Ay 

es ae ae ee 3,543] 357/10. 0) 3, 186/89. 9} 3, 233} 189] 5.9} 3, 044/94. 1) 6,776) 546) 7. 6} 6, 230/92. 4 
Cha oo Se SE Reta ieee 3, 794| 541/14. 3) 3, 253|85. 7} 4, 884] 367) 7. 5} 4, 517/92. 5) 8,678) 908)10. 5) 7, 770/89. 5 
SM i 2 ona’ 4,334] 301] 7.0} 4, 033)93. 0) 4,135} 216) 5. 2/ 3, 919/94. 8] 8,469) 517) 6.1) 7, 952/93. 9 
is. 9 eat eee rae 5, 583} 246} 4.1) 5, 337/95. 9) 4,697} 192) 4.1] 4, 505/95. 9/10, 280) 438) 4. 3) 9, 842/95. 7 
5. oes See eee ee 4,370} 150} 3. 4] 4, 220/96. 6} 6,432} 274) 4.3] 6, 158/95. 7/10, 802] 424) 4. 0/10, 378/96. 0 
|. a doce nen ee ale 7, 563] 731] 9. 7| 6, 832/90. 3}11, 831} 622} 5. 3/11, 209/94. 7/19, 397/1, 353] 7. 0/18, 041/93. 0 

enOgealerert tere 29, 187|2, 326]. - . .|26, 861]. . . .|85, 212/1, 860). . . ./33, 352). - . .|64, 399/4, 186). . . ./60, 213]... - 
Weighted average. .--..- ecto: See (Gt) eeeece 925 Wy srs e|preeters Ds les aperets 94. Blas. ee zleertet 6u5|E2 ke 93. 5 

TasLe 6.—Fallen forms collected at last three collections, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, 
La., 1916. 

Plat 1. Plat 2. Plat 3. 

Date. 

Bolls. | Squares.| Total. | Bolls. | Squares.) Total. | Bolls. |Squares.| Total. 

yi 701 692 | 1,393 836} 1,504] 2,340] 1,203 957 | 2, 160 
Pam Te es farted ats IL 834} 1,085 | 1,919 942} 1,566] 2,508 816 | 1,007] 1,823 
Bera ee 2 204 442 646 431 750 | 1,181 645 | 1,224] 1,869 

Motals 6 << por eaaiges 1, 739 2,219 | 3,958 | 2,209 3,820 | 6,029 | 2,664 3, 188 5, 852 

Plat 4. Plat 5. Plat 6. Average check. 

Date. 

Bolls.|Squares. | Total. | Bolls.;Squares. | Total. | Bolls.|Squares. | Total. | Bolls.|Squares. | Total. 

July 31..... 1,360] 1,403 | 2,763] 986] 1,561 | 2,547 (2,090 | 3,536 | 5,626 1,861 | 3,081 | 4,942 
Wag 7... 885 | 1,044/ 1,929] 769] 1,732 | 2,501 |1,177| 2,645 | 3,822 11,233 | 2,248] 3,481 
Aug. 14....| 647 843 | 1,490 | 492] 1,383 | 1,875 | 913| 2,874 | 3,787 |1,032| 2,218] 3,250 

Total... . 2,892 | 3,290 | 6,182 |2,247| 4,676 | 6,923 |4,180| 9,055 [13,235 |4,126 | 7,547 | 11,673 

Table 4 shows the plat totals of failen forms at each of the pickings, 
while Table 5 shows the total collections from each of the picked plats 
throughout the season and indicates the percentages of clean and 

_ injured forms in each lot. In order to facilitate comparison with the 
checks, the last three collections of fallen forms have been isolated 
and summarized in Table 6, together with the check records. 
From these tables it is seen that the total fallen forms collected in 

the picked plats throughout the season ranged from 6,776 for plat 1 
to 19,397 for plat 6. Thus it is seen that about three times as many 
forms reached the ground in the plat picked once a week as in the 
plat picked six times a week. 

96828°—Bull. 564—17——2 
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Turning to Table 6, which includes only the last three pickings, and 
thus affords a comparison with the checks, it is interesting to note — 
that the checks yielded not quite three times as many fallen forms 
as plat 1. In other words, bag-and-hoop pickings six times a week 
secured only two-thirds of the squares due to fall and allowed one- 
third to reach the ground. It will be noted that plat 6 yielded more 
fallen forms than the checks. However, this is due to the fact that 
the check record is an average of both checks and there was a slight 
grading in the soil from east to west which caused the growth and 
fruiting of check 1 to be more determinate than that of check 2. 
This resulted in a much smaller number of squares forming in check 1 
this late in the season and as a result this plat lowered the check 
average. For this reason it is more accurate to compare plat 6 with 
check 2 in these last three pickings, as these two plats adjoin. Com- 
paring in this manner it is seen that plat 6 yielded a total of 13,235 
fallen forms at the last three pickings while check 2 yielded 14,342. 
This is a total reduction of only 1,107 fallen forms due to the once a 
week shaking, or an average reduction of 369 per week. In this 
connection it is interesting to note that the forms collected in the 
bags from plat 6 during those same three weeks averaged 481 per 
week. Totaling these figures it is seen that 14,677 forms were 
collected in the bags and from the ground in plat 6 during these three 
weeks. This is 335 more than those found on the ground in check 2. 
This difference in totals is practically accounted for by the fact that 
290 clean forms were gathered in the bags on plat 6 during these 
three pickings. 

In connection with these studies it is of interest to compare the total 
forms gathered both in the bags and from the ground in each of these 
plats. Table 7 shows these data for the picked plats, while Table 8 
shows only the final three weeks in order to afford a comparison with 
the checks. 

TaBLeE 7.—Total forms collected in picked plats throughout season, Eureka eso 
Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Forms collected. 

Mode of collection. =) 2S eS pe 

Plat 1. Plat 2. Plat 3. Plat 4. Plat 5. Plat 5. 

Teas sie. oe oo ae See i are ee 7,015 6, 380 6, 068 4, 239 3, 166 2,173 
Erpmilerormmd! 2232) Fee ee, fos nah a Fee 6, 776 8, 678 8, 469 10, 280 10, 802 19, 397 

Popaleees f. 29h FES OE Ee ae CFs | 13,791 | 15,058 14, 537 | 14,519 13, 968 21, 570 
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TaBLEe 8.— Total forms collected from picked plats and checks during final 3 weeks, Eureka 
plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Forms collected. 

Mode of collection. Average, 
Plat 1. Plat 2. Plat 3. Plat 4. Plat 5. Plat 6. both 

checks. 

Mp et 3.935 | 4.3604, 44007.|,..2.847 |, 214s) Wado 
@ilground...11....20 0. 3,958 | 6,029| 5,852| 6,182| 6,923) 13,935| 11,673 

migtal Gite HAM Ca 53) 7,893 | 10,398] 9,879| 9,029| 9,060| 14,677| 11,673 

In Table 7 it is seen that the total for the picked plats ranged from 
13,791 for plat 1 to 21,570 for plat 6. However, if plat 6 is excluded, 
the totals are more or less approximate. 

In Table 8 it is seen that for the last three weeks the totals ranged 
from 7,893 for plat 1 to 14,677 for plat 6. All plats totaled less than the 
average check except plat 6, which was 3,004 above check. Here again 
the soil gradation probably distorts the results somewhat, and in 
considering all late season results it should be remembered that the 
soil graded lighter from east to west and the fruiting became more 
determinate, so that the figures for the various plats can not be 
accepted absolutely at their face value. Another factor operating 
at this time was the effect of the shakings on plant development. 
This will be dealt with in detail later in the present report. 

WEEVIL INVESTATION. 

Although the plats were so smail that they could not represent, or 
even approximate, an actual test of weevil control under field condi- 
tions, the progress of the infestation was still followed very carefully 
throughout the season. This record was determined for each plat by 
examining 100 squares at each end and the middle of the two inside 
rows of the plat. This made a total of 300 squares for each plat and 
the percentage of these which had been weevil injured was noted. 
These records were made about once a week during the season. The 
detailed results secured are shown in Table 9. 

TABLE 9.— Weevil infestation, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Date. Plat 1.| Plat 2.| Plat 3.| Plat 4.} Plat 5. | Plat 6. cheek 1./Check 2. 

vip 1G 2 ee ee per ape ae 808 1500 6.3 4.6] 0.6 2.6 9.6 4.3 
12a: 2 De a ae eS ean Se me 3.3 5.6| 4.6 6.6 4.0 5.3 3.3 5.0 
Me ena ho eI | 6.6| 4.6 6.6} 5.3 5.3 7.0| 14.0 10.6 
iierinmennen St on er Ae 7el IA? [oe MS 5.3 657 ie 188) | 1680 13.3 
“rls TIL Eee ee eee U6le 6.6 | (456 |) 12)6)| 2 19:0:/ 2 29h Onl, 286 24.6 
7 TIE oe Seeeg hog eee pepe eee D1 Oi \i2¥ 29401 | 20) S| Dah} 50: 8) | (a7eSek 17.0)! 6 4286 
USS OF. gaae de 00 eae ne a OS |S G4 Feb G4te le GST Lee Silt Ose |. 9200) 74 S443 
USE, Daal ton tee Saag gm ae 9050] 83/0 || |-91,0'| “94:0'|..93,3'| 90:3'| 95.7 94. 0 
LTE, Os ws dele cpp ae S509) |. 785.71) S67 | SOT |). 91.3 |) S83 '| 97.3 94.3 
“OnE, (SL 2a ait i eae OSS i|eO4 Si) 948% O77 |) 97201). (07. OF =. 9727) 9700 

Average of each plat........... 39.9 | 39.5 | 38.9 | 40.7 | 43.9 | 45.1 | 51.1 | 47.0 
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From Table 9 it is seen that a uniformly low infestation prevailed 
in these plats during the entire month of June, and it was not until 
the record of July 11 that any significant difference in the infesta- 
tion of the various plats appeared. Even then the difference was 
rather irregular, though it showed that plats 5 and 6 and the two 
checks were becoming more rapidly infested than the remainder. 
This same condition prevailed at the examination made July 19, 
but by July 26 the difference had been more or less neutralized, and 
from that time onward the only consistent difference was the slightly 
higher record of the checks above the picked plats. Taking the 
seasonal average of the various plats, it is seen that plats 1 and 4 
were practically equal, while plats 5 and 6 showed a slight increase 
of about 3 per cent and 5 per cent, respectively, while the two checks 
were slightly higher still. These figures would seem to indicate 
that, even in the exceedingly small plats under consideration, the 
pickings of three times a week or more tended to reduce the degree 
of weevil infestation. 

EFFECT OF SHAKINGS ON PLANT DEVELOPMENT. 

Rather early in the season it was observed that the shakings 
were apparently having a decidedly pronounced effect upon the 
growth of the plants in the various plats. It was noted that the 
plants in the most frequently shaken plats were apparently standing 
still as far as growth in height was concerned and that the more 
frequent the shaking the more pronounced this effect. 

One method of measuring this effect was a series of studies on the 
average height of the plants, which was determined by measuring 
20 plants in each row and taking the average. The first measure- 
ment was made on June 13, when it was found that the plants were 
more or less uniform in height, the range being only from 14.7 inches 
to 20.2 inches. At this time it was noted that the 15th to 18th 
rows (plats 4 and 5) were lower than the remainder. This was due 
to a slight dip in the land extending over these four rows, which 
had a tendency to retain standing water and thus somewhat retarded 
plant growth. This tended to reduce the average of these two 
plats, as will be noted in Table 10, which gives average heights of — 
the plats and rows. Other than this slight difference the growth 
was very uniform over the series of plats. 
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PLATE I. Bul. 564, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 



Bul. 5€4, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE II. 

Fia. 1.—LOOKING Across END OF BUFFER OF PLAT 1, UNSHAKEN PLANTS ON LEFT, 
EUREKA PLANTATION, TALLULAH, LA., JULY 25, 1916. (ORIGINAL.) 

Fic. 2.—DIvIDING LINE BETWEEN PLATS 1 AND 2, THE SHAKEN COTTON ON THE RIGHT, 

EUREKA PLANTATION, TALLULAH, LA., AUGUST 4, 1916. (ORIGINAL.) 

COMPARISON OF SHAKEN AND UNSHAKEN COTTON PLANTS IN 

BOLL WEEVIL CONTROL. 
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TABLE 10.—Average height of plants in each row and plat on June 13, Eureka plantation, 
Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Plat aumber. BO, No. NE No. How No. How No. |Plat aver- 
age. 

Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 
18. 14.7 16. 15. a2 ae oe Ne ie er 5 Sloe nis choi Riciwie a\eiecieibis o'6/nlaieinicinls 3 6 7 16 

2 sao CSR E BSE E OOO INEOe CE BeOS aes See See ree 15.0 17.1 18. 6 16. 2 16.7 
Bsc Seb Set Re ee es Be ees eee ee ee eae 15.7 16.5 16. 6 19.5 17.0 
A. 2 cod d SS SASH ER SSO SE Sa AE ER: Cet Acree Sete sees ase 17.2 15.1 12.8 13.8 14.7 
Deed see ket A ES Ce ae ae ee nee, ed ee nee ae 12.7 14. 2 15. 6 19.5 15.5 

506 GOOSEN SAA SSE SS ENS S5 0 SSE eee ES ee Be ee See 19.0 16. 2 17. 2 15. 6 17.0 
SGheckaleeee. Sassscere Aer bts etd. SS og 19.8 21.4 20. 2 19.5 20. 2 
(SAGES Bese SB Seat 5 ie Oe at eS et Se oe ar ge ran 18.1 19. 2 20. 0 19.7 19. 2 

On July 15, just about one month later, similar measurements 
were made in these same plats and it will be seen from Table 11 
that very different results were secured. 

TaBLE 11.—Average height of plants in each plat, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 
1916. 

Date measured. Plat 1.| Plat 2.| Plat 4.| Plat 4.| Plat 5. | Plat 6. | Check | Check 

Inches. | Inches. | Inches. | Inches. | Inches. | Inches. | Inches. | Inches. 
16. 2 16. 17.0 14.7 15.5 17.0 20. 2 19.2 

UTM y cee ee ee 2 mene Aa Fea ie eee bis 19.8 23% 25. 4 25.5 29.2 34.7 37.4 44.3 

Plat 1 was far the lowest in height, and there was a regular increase 
in height with the lessening in the number of shakings, the two checks 
being highest of all. Of course, at this time the factor of the deter- 
minate growth due to soil had become somewhat effective, and it will 
be noted that check 2 averaged 7 inches taller than check 1. This 
would tend to make the plants grade gradually in height from plat 1 

to plat 6 regardless of their treatment, but the grading was far more 
extreme than this soil difference could explain. In fact, it will be 
noted that plat 6 averaged 10 inches less than check 2, which adjoined 
it. In the same way, plat 1 averaged 18 inches less than its adjoming 
check 1. 
A number of photographs were taken to illustrate these differences 

in height of plants on July 15. Plate I, figure 1, shows a typical 
plant in plat 1 with the leaves removed, while figure 2 of the same 
plate shows a typical plant in check plat 2, thus affording a comparison 
of unshaken plants with those shaken six times a week. To illus- 

trate this difference further, photographs were made showing the 
dividing lines between shaken and unshaken cotton. These are 
given in Plate II. These figures show very well the tremendous 
effect of the shaking operation on the height and form of the plants. 

In addition to reducing the height, it was found that the shakings 
had considerable influence on the branching and general make-up of 
the plant. The most frequently shaken plants presented a bushy, 
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compact form with exceedingly short internodes and badly deformed 
stalks and branches. In addition, these frequently shaken plants — 
were much darker in color than the others, plat 1 appearing almost 
blackish, in fact. This color graded off as the shakings decreased 
until it reached the checks, which were at that time a light-yellowish 
green. 

At the time this plant injury was noted, examinations were made 
in all other tests with the use of the bag-and-hoop being conducted 
by the writers. These were large field plats, each some acres in 
extent, but it was found that wherever the bags had been used the 
plants presented this same deformed, dwarfed appearance, and the 
more frequent the use of the bags the more pronounced the injury. 

The exact causes of this injurious effect of the shaking operations 
on the cotton plant are not positively known, but it seems probable 
that they are produced by several different factors. In the first 
place, it was noted that a very large number of terminal buds were 
found in the bags at all shakings, and it is probable that this loss of 
terminal buds was very effective in producing the bushy growth 
noted. The loss of the terminal bud, of course, forced the formation 
of adventitious buds and aided in developing the very irregular — 
branching. In addition to this, considerable injury to the stalk 
itself was observed, due to the bending during the shaking operation. 
In shaking the plants with the bag-and-hoop, it is customary to bend 
the stalk near the ground at a rather sharp angle in order to insert 
the plant into the bag before shaking it. This apparently resulted in 
some crushing of the tissues at the pomt of bending. In extreme 
cases noted in the most frequently shaken plats the stalk was badly 
scarified at the point of bending, and in some cases was actually 
split for a distance of several inches. 

Still another effect was probably the disturbance of the root system. 
Whenever the plants are shaken the movement pushes the soil away 
from the stalk for a distance of from 1 to 2 or 3 inches below the 
surface of the ground. This forms a small hole all around the stalk, 
and it is probable that during the formation of this hole the important 
lateral roots, which branch out near the surface of the ground, are 
either very seriously injured or actually broken off. In fact, a num- 
ber of plants examined showed a decidedly distorted development at 
the surface of the ground. 

SQUARE COUNTS. 

Another effect of the shaking operation on the plants is shown by 
the square counts which were made twice during the season. For 
securing these records 50 plants were examined in each plat and the 
total and average number of squares per plant determined. The 
first count was made June 13, while the second was made on August 
11. The results secured are shown in Table 12. 
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TaBLE 12.—Square counts, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

June 13. Aug. 11. 

Plat No. and Number | Number PUUILEE Number | Number 
ene of squares|of squares ct of squares|of squares 
aan found. {per plant. neds found. /per plant. 

ib oS Re lee ie la a ee ee 50 689 13.8 50 167 3.3 
PO aie erence he ecto soo oe betel 50 615 12.3 50 672 13.4 
er ae Boke ec os Seto ee ees oe 50 679 13.6 50 709 14.2 
4. poet BRS a cis snes eee cae ene 50 518 10. 4 50 504 10.1 
Be 2 SSG al See aS Tre eee ese eee el a 50 568 11.4 50 827 16.5 
De cidscdaeeSMe Snes ae Sea ae eee cee ae 50 705 14.1 50 894 17.9 
Check 1.......- a HOG RESO ga ord aera aca 50 896 17.9 50 367 Ua) 
CHOC ASG BEC Gh Bee PETE cont = aes eee 50 688 13.7 50 1, 107 22.1 

In the count of June 13 it was found that the plats were more or 
less uniform, ranging from 10.4 to 17.9 squares per plant. At this 
time check 1 averaged 17.9 squares per plant while check 2 averaged 
13.7. Very different results were secured on August 11, when the de- 
terminate growth factor had become operative and check 1, which 
averaged above check 2 at the June 13 examination, averaged only 7.3 
squares per plant, while check 2 averaged 22.1. In other words, the 
plants in check 1 had practically matured as far as their square 
formation was concerned, and were devoting themselves to ripening 
their crop of fruit. However, although check 1 averaged only 7.3 
squares, plat 1 fell far lower still, averaging 3.3 squares per plant. 
Going to the other side of the experimental area, it is found that plat 
6 averaged 17.9 squares per plant in comparison with 22.1 squares 
per plant in check 2. This shows the difference due to the once-a- 
week shakings. Owing to the soil variation it is difficult to compare 
the middle plats with either of the checks, but considering these 
outside records, which are strictly comparable, it seems obvious that 
the shaking operation greatly reduced the number of squares per 
plant, and on the whole the figures seem to warrant the conclusion 
that this reduction of square formation was more or less directly pro- 
portionate to the number of shakings which the plants received. 

SPACING OF PLANTS. 

In order to determine if the shaking operation had had any definite 
effect on the stand remaining, the total number of plants in each plat 
was counted on July 14. The figures secured are given in Table 13. 
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TABLE 13.—Average spacing on July 14—600 feet of rows in each plat, Eureka plantation, 
Tallulah, La., 1916. 

r 
Plat Number. of plants Average 

in plat. | 2 ose: 

Inches. 
i ges i, Senate eA Ob ict eee Soeres | EC AR, REARS SOUS “Ni iit: 4c ana, hates Meat ney 349 20.6 
Belk ss Se ee ye ee ee ie ee SY See Se RE. Ce eee oe hee 336 21.4 
Pape See eee Bec De pena) Seem eae Oe Se PT as ay Se atc ies Mee eis RS Wich creek Caleta es sig lin aes 342 21.0 
A ee Seen EE Pap ae eek Tats age - a0 ke Spach ae Le Se ee ee es 363 19.8 
ey REE ea tee PEN Ge ee ci ae a ne eee SE pi es Pe 332 | 21.6 
OE Se ei Bae cece es ais a Sree nee ee ee et 2 ae BOS Bint: SE eee ie oe ete eae cee 423 17.0 

HOCK ASS aig oe es OR nema ye mine oe pee es ee trie er eee 398 18.0 
Checks 2 ets ta: 0s am See Sh by eee ko aR es ee ti ee ec eee 427 16.8 

From Table 13 it is seen that the checks averaged the closest spaced 
of all, while the average spacing increased somewhat as the number of 
shakings increased. ‘This, of course, is undoubtedly due to the plants 
actually killed by the shaking operations and further illustrates the 
injurious effect of the bags. 

SEED-COTTON PRODUCTION. 

Owing to the small size of the plats and the soil variations existing, 
it was not to be expected that there would be much significance in 
the seed-cotton production of each, but the figures were secured for 
whatever value they might possess. Table 14 shows the comparison 
of the different pickings by plats while the row results are shown 
in Table 15. 

TABLE 14.—Seed-cotton production; comparison of different pickings by plats, Eureka 
plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Seed-cotton production. 

| 

Plat Number. First | Second | Third 
picking, | picking, | picking, 
Aug.17. | Sept. 8. | Nov. 21. 

Ounces. | Ounces. | Ounces. 
437 42 CHECK ec penne eee an eee Ea me cin ae on tose Comme see Renae 478 

Plat Pie oe etd ee tee ee eck hee ee teeemicse becuse oceap ses 189 247 54 
f Ed Fy ee ee te Se Re Se Py ee. mete 96 439 145 
a is ee ee ee aoe on Peete as ole sets ME pase epthe Aap eee cicens 285 650 194 
BT Aes ee opt es ee eee re eo mne me Na os ham netiee cee Smee ee eae 126 511 108 
Platt ets sees kee ee ted Fete bet ee yee hg fon oe hE SE ees 166 586 216 
PEAT Oe eee oe oe oe ea Dee eee Ae ee on re eee oe ea ee Ree eee 132 834 217 
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TaBLE 15.—Seed-cotton production by rows and plats, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 
1916. 

Seed-cotton production. 

Plat No. Row No.| First Second | Third Total | Total 
picking, | picking, | picking, by by 
Aug. 17. | Sept. 8. | Nov. 21. | Yrows. plats. 

—— ee | _———————— ——————SSSsSsSeFh 

Ounces. | Ounces. | Ounces. | Ounces. | Ounces. 
68 78 159 1 7 13 
55 5 13 143 

| Pee eee 3 33 36 16 85 | 490 
4 33 58 12 103 
5 20 112 30 162 

4 6 15 111 36 162 Ra 
eee 7 25 99 44 168 8 

8 36 117 35 188 
F 71 160 50 281 

1 144 5 298 
Beeson cence eee e ee ee eect eee errr eee 11 23 188 56 267 | 1, 129 

12 87 158 38 283 
13 16 195 33 244 

Pi 14 37 158 26 221 ae 
SSO GOS ADO OCOD COBOOOOUCUDDUUDOODOOOUDUD OOS 15 29 68 13 110 (40 

16 44 90 36 170 
17 42 77 28 147 
18 42 115 39 189 

Donne ene cn ne cec cess ence ees ecen ee sece eee n ee 19 44 179 63 286 | 968 
20 38 215 93 346 
21 32 999 67 321 
22 28 182 51 261 

6 sere eerereseeecesceeeeceeeeceeeeeeceeeereeeeeeeeeee | 23 34 204 49 287 1 183 

94 38 226 50 314 
l 130 124 7 231 

106 33 14 253 
Check No. 1 @e@®@eeeseeeeeceeeeseseeee2e2 e222 2222 3 129 101 7 237 966 

4 122 109 14 245 
1 90 206 65 291 

18 151 95 264 
COOGEE ING: Pode de boTd eee tE a OEE aS cers 3 19 164 112 995 | 1,162 

4 17 176 119 312 

A number of rather interesting points are brought out by these 
figures. It is seen that the picked plats generally increased in pro- 
duction from west to east—that is, with the decrease in pickings. 
Of course the increase in soil fertility is in the same direction, but it 
is far from sufficient to account for the differences between the plats. 
One break in this gradation is the comparatively low records of 
plats 4 and 5. This was due to the poor cotton in rows 15, 16, 17, 
and 18, which has already been mentioned. From Table 15 it is 
seen that these four rows yielded about the same as the other four 
rows of these two plats at the first picking, but at the second and 
third pickings there was a great loss in these four rows of poor cotton. 

Another interesting feature of the production records is the late 
maturity of check 2. In this plat the vegetative growth was not 
restrained as in the shaken plats, and as a result the exceedingly wet 
weather of July produced a very rank plant which shaded the boils 
so completely that they did not open. From Table 14 it is seen that 
this plat yielded far the lowest of all at the first picking, and it was 
not until the leaves were killed by the frost that a good portion of the 
crop in this plat finally opened. In fact, a considerable proportion 

96828°—Bull. 564—17——3 
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of the bolls in check 2 never opened, as they rotted while covered 
with the dense foliar growth. Thus it is seen that the detrimental 
effect of the shaking on the fruiting of plat 6 was offset by the reduced 
vegetative growth (due to this same shaking), allowing a greater 
proportion of the bolls to open safely, and thus actually yielding 
more cotton than check 2, although check 2 set more bolls than plat 6. 
However, in a normal] season this rank growth and the accompanying 
boll rot would not be encountered, and consequently somewhat 
different results would undoubtedly be secured. 

In order to avoid repetition the summary of this series of studies 
is included in the general discussion at the end of the present report. 

PLAT TESTS OF THE VALUE OF THE BAG-AND-HOOP AS A MEANS OF 
WEEVIL CONTROL UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS. 

During the season of 1916 two: series of tests were conducted to 
determine the value of the bag-and-hoop as a means of weevil con- 
trol on the plantation. One of these tests was conducted on Hecla 
plantation at Mound, La., and consisted of a study of five pickings 
at weekly intervals on Express cotton. The principal idea of this 
test was to secure data on this variety of cotton, as all of the earlier 
work had been with the Simpkins variety and no records had been 
secured on the result of using the bag-and-hoop on a long-staple 
cotton. It was expected that there would be some difference in 
results between the long and short staple cottons, especially in the 
number of forms collected durmg the pickings. The long-staple 
cottons generally tend to retain the infested forms longer than do the 
short varieties, and, consequently, it seemed probable that a different 
proportion of the infested forms would be gathered while shaking the 
staple cotton. 

The second test was conducted on Eureka plantation and con- 
sisted of a study of varying numbers of pickings at different time 
intervals on Simpkins cotton. This test is referred to as Eureka 
test No. 1 in order to distinguish it from the studies just described. 

EXPERIMENT ON HECLA PLANTATION. 

For conducting this test on Hecla plantation a small cut of cotton 
some 4 acres in extent was selected. This cut was comparatively 
new land, which had been in corn for several years and immediately 
adjoined heavy timber. The cotton immediately adjoining the woods 
consisted of a number of irregular short rows, and these were omitted 
from the plat, the first row of the plat proper being the third row, 
which extended completely through the cut. However, in order to 
protect the picked plat from an influx of weevils, these short rows 

of cotton between this plat and the timber were picked over every 

time the plat was picked, and in the same manner the ends of the 
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rows extending beyond the plat lines of the picked plat were shaken 
each time for further protection. A buffer system was also instituted 
between the two plats to reduce as far as possible the influence that 
either plat might have on the other. This system consisted of drop- 
ping four rows from each plat immediately adjoming the dividing 
line when considering the plat production. As treated throughout 
the season the plats consisted of 22 rows each, or an area of 1.44 
acres. With the four-row buffer dropped from each plat, however, 
the plats proper each consisted of 18 rows with an area of 1.18 acres. 

_ The soil was of a rather heavy “buckshot” type. The drainage 
was fair over most of the plats, but alow area which extended across 
the center of both plats was rather poorly drained. The outer two 
rows of the check plat immediately adjoining the roadside ditch were 
also lower than the remainder of the plat, especially at the eastern 
end. In an ordinary season this difference in drainage would have 
made little difference in the plats, but the summer of 1916 was so 
exceedingly wet that the slightest difference in drainage was greatly 
accentuated. As a result a narrow strip across the middle of the 
picked plat and a wider strip through the check, as well as a con- 
siderable area in the southeast corner of the check plat, suffered 
from an excess of water. This tended to throw the plats “ off 
balance,” as a much greater area in the check was injured than in 
the picked plat. This fact of course should be borne in mind in 
considering the results secured. 

PICKINGS. 

The idea of this test was to start the pickings as soon as the weevils 
became sufficiently abundant to make the operation worth while. 
In order to determine this time, regular examinations were made at 
different points throughout the plats, beginning with May 8. On 
this date 2,100 plants were examined, and no weevils were found. 
On May 13, one thousand plants yielded eight weevils, but on the 19th 
the same number yielded four weevils. On May 24, twelve weevils 
were found on 1,000 plants. These records were made in belts 
extending along the plats parallel to the timber line. After this 
time, however, separate records were secured for the two plats. 

The observations were made at both ends and the middle of each 
plat. In the examination of June 1 it was found that plat 1 averaged 
one weevil to 55 plants, while plat 2 averaged one weevil to 33 
plants. On June 5 both plats averaged one weevil to 75 plants. 
From these observations it is seen that a fairly heavy infestation 
was being developed rather gradually in this field, and it was not 
until the middle of June that a considerable increase in the number 
of weevils was noted. Consequently, the plat was first picked over 
on June 16, at which time 129 weevils per acre were collected. This 
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was a rather large number and is apparently due to a sudden emer- 
gence of a great number of weevils at about this time. This plat 
was picked five times in all on the following dates, June 16, 22, 29, 
July 10 and 17. This made the pickings extend over a total period 
of 32 days, the average time interval being eight days. 

At the time of the first picking the stage of plant development 
was determined by a series of square counts and plant-height measure- 
ments distributed over the two plats. From these it was found that 
there was an average of 3.1 squares per plant and the average height 
of the plants was 11.4 inches at this time. 

The time required to make the various pickings is shown in 
Table 16. 

TaBLe 16.—Labor involved in weevil picking; Hecla plantation experiment, Mound, 
La., 1916 

Per plat. Per acre. 

Date. Area. | = of Cost of 
| Hours, | labor at | Hours, | labor at 

labor 7% cents | labor 7% cents 
per hour. per hour 

Acres 
I STTIOR Gye eee er oe sete ae eee See eae Sine eae eee 1.44 roe $0. 56 5.2 $0.39 
BS FFLit 7 eae eee Ae OC a ee ee tM er 2 See LE gS 1.44 4.5 34 ail .24 
EB TITIC 2G Be mane eee een ee Se en Narhe Oe eee es 1.44 8.0 . 60 5.6 42 
Sat y LO! eee eS ee ieee LA WaSe, se eee ee Sere 1.44 | 7.0 53 4.9 37 
TL Brag U7 escetes aps So ap pete aes pyre ee ae ee Re 1.44 | 9.0 .68 6.2 -47 

ATID Cre pails Sr <M Ash we alien Ae a ge A AS aS | eee 36.0 2.71 25.0 1.89 
5.0 38 GG [ig ae ae Ree STNG (ane eee ee Gone | pg ee et | Peat pes | see: SEEM | 

Both men and women were used for this purpose, and as the work 
was about equally divided between the two the value of the labor 
is figured at the rate of 74 cents an hour, which represents a fair 
average. From this table it is seen that an average of five hours per 
acre was required for each picking. Figuring on the basis of a 10-hour 
day this would mean 2 acres per day per hand on the average. This 
is a slightly higher average than has been secured from most of the 
figures on area covered per hand per day and is probably due to the 
fact that with the number of hands used and the small size of the 

plats only a few hours were required for the picking. It is quite 
probable that the laborers would not have maintained this same rate 
of speed if they had been working all day. The cost figures show 
an average of 38 cents per acre per picking, or a total of $1.89 per 

- acre for the five pickings. 
In connection with these same labor observations, a comparison 

was made of the relative efficiency of different individuals. Three 
men were selected, two of whom were fast workers and the third 

a very slow hand. Separate records were kept of these individuals 
while the fast hands were covering eight rows each and the slow 
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man picked six. It was found that while the fast men took much 
less time for a row than the slow one, they averaged 8.1 and 10.9 
weevils to the row, whereas the slow one averaged only 4. Thus it is 
seen that the efficiency of the individual largely determines not only 
the speed of the operation, but also its thoroughness. This same 
observation has been made a number of times and it was found that 
the individuals varied even more widely than the figures just given 
would indicate. 

The weevils collected at the various pickings are shown in Table 17. 

TaBLe 17.—Weevils collected with bag-and-hoop, Hecla plantation experiment, Mound, 
La., 1916. 

Number . 
Picking. Date. | weevils Mis aus 

collected. | P : 

TTS eer eer Peay ie ee Sw Te eel io ah Se ka edie whale widigs Se sie eye June 16 185 129 
SHOTING] Sb ie 5 aS TS SUS Re oem June 22 178 124 
TIO ec SUSES SESS 65 SE BE a I foe na are a ean Eee Ue June 29 160 111 
RIO UT eprops oe te ool) Oe ol 2 sate Coweta See bem eis aeine tel July 10 159 > 110 
TRIED ois ce BBS GS OS Be EB as Ia Hn a July 17 163 113 

ANGE Ss aS i a ee aa eee i ene Rae a A UNITS EE te (IRR Oo 847 587 

From this it is seen that the pickings ranged from 110 to 129 
weevils per acre, with a total of 587 weevils per acre for the five 
pickings. It is interesting to note that the highest number was col- 
lected at the first picking. The range, however, was comparatively 
small. 

The forms collected in the bag-and-hoop are shown in Table 18. 

TaBLE 18.—Forms collected per acre with bag-and-hoop, Hecla plantation experiment, 
Mound, La., 1916. 

Forms collected per acre. 

Pune- Date. eae Clean. faode 

Total. Clean. cance 

Per cent. | Per cent. 
ARS Qs SO he 56 SESE OR SSS Ge 24 eee ee a ee 285 17 268 5.8 94. 2 
SiH PRE ee ae Oh oN Nig oS Sed 2 ee 346 45 301 13.1 86.9 
LTTE BO. SS 8s SOS a a Se ee ee ae eT ean AL a aa A414 59 355 14.3 85. 7 
Tiglky UO S58 BUS Be Se Leak ee ee ese ag ee ee a 894 355 539 39.8 60. 2 
IN? HY soc Be SSB SES Mae See et ape nee 506 139 367 27.6 72. 4 

TRONS 23 CNR cee Se eee ie rea as ee 2,445 615 1 S805 ase eee rae oe alerts 
eT eae ace eerie eee te yee 2 etc cecclait re eyaara foil aia ote eiafers, wifes Soe [wists ad aoe 25. 2 74. 8 

At the first three pickings only squares were secured, but at the 
fourth and fifth both squares and bolls were collected. A total of 
2,445 forms were collected at the five pickings, of which 1,830 were 
punctured and 615 were clean. Thus it is seen that practically one- 
fourth of the forms collected in the bag-and-hoop were clean. While 
making these collections it was noted also that a considerable number 
of terminal buds were broken off and gathered in the sacks. 
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In order to see if these injured forms collected in the bags were 
reducing the number reaching the ground to any extent, one collec- 
tion of fallen forms was made in both plats on July 14. For this 
purpose a strip 20 feet long and three rows wide was laid off in the 
middle and each end of each plat, and all fallen forms were gathered 
from these strips. As the rows averaged four and a half feet in width, 
the total area examined in each plat was 820 square feet. The strips 
were selected so that no skips in stand were included, and the cotton 
as nearly as possible represented the average growth of that portion 
of the plat. As the preceding bag-and-hoop collection had been made 
on July 10, this fallen form collection was four days after a picking. 
The results secured are shown in Table 19. 

TaBLE 19.—Fallen forms collected in Hecla plantation experiment, Mound, La., July 
14, 1916. 

Forms gathered. 

Plat. 

Squares | Bolls. | Total. 
| 

CHECKE Ba aes an eee wes So ete Bae amen ce cine oe ok eoine bee eeeeces cme cee 447 | 23 | 470 
Picked... woh vcisensceesseseeusaecseoweucsse séesiersisescresiceesseerss2e223 234 21 | 255 

From Table 19 it is seen that while the boll collection differed very 

little, there were 213 more squares collected from the check than from 
the picked plat. If these figures are taken as a criterion, they show 
that the bag-and-hoop pickings reduced the forms reaching the ground 
by 47 per cent. This is a considerably greater reduction than has been 
found in most of the tests with the 7-day interval, but this difference 
may well be due to the varietal differences in the cotton. As has 
already been mentioned, this test was conducted with a long-staple 
variety which tended to retain a considerable proportion of the m- 
fested squares. Even the squares which were going to fall were 
probably sufficiently attached to the plant to remain somewhat 
longer than would be the case on a short-staple variety, and conse- 
quently their chance of being collected in the bags was increased. 

One important question in connection with this type of plat work 
concerns the influence of one plat upon another and also the influ- 
ence of any near-by untreated cotton on the treated plat. This — 
point, of course, is of primary importance in determining just how 
nearly such plat tests represent the conditions which would prevail 
if an entire field was treated in the same manner as the plat in ques- 
tion. In an effort to secure some information on this pomt the 
records of the bag-and-hoop collections of weevils and forms were 
made by rows as well as by plats. The rows in the picked plat 
were numbered from 1 to 22, beginning with the row adjoining the 
check, and the record for each row was kept separate throughout the 

five pickings. 

1 sae 
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TABLE 20.—Row records of weevils collected with bag-and-hoop, Hecla plantation experi- 
ment, Mound, La., 1916. 

Weevils collected. 

Row No. Average nee or 
J Row | perrow |P /® 
une 16. | June 22. | June 29. | July 10. | July 17. COTA ein Grow: utside 

and inside 
blocks." blocks. 

_— | | |  — | — | | | | 

1 i aE eat 8 7 4 8 17 44 
532 po Re 5 7 4 5 i 28 
2. ae aie mae 12 2 14 1 7 
eee ae 9 14 18 8 8 BT 43.3 43.3 
Pee sh cg 9 16 5 5 6 41 
52 Sa eer) 10 6 14 5 8 43 
ee ie YE 6 1 7 6 13 33 
Sperima yO  Ay 8 8 6 13 10 45 
ee eh | 6 2 10 7 8 33 42.0 

“1b. en ae 25 11 8 rT 8 63 
oS ts eat 8 14 5 5 4 36 sata 
MR a 6 5 5 12 8 36 
PMT aL 14 6 3 7 4 34 
Mee a Gg >t 3 14 14 5 6 42 36.0 
“| ee See ee a 4 2 8 8 7 29 
Ae et aS 9 5 12 6 7 39 
ae eae 8 10 0 3 9 30) 
5 eee ie 2 9 2 5 3 21 
et 13 WW 7 49 
i. a 4 6 4 6 3 93 32.5 32.5 
71, yaa peas te sl 7 9 3 5 35 ‘ 
5D. ee eee 9 5 is 10 2 37 

1 Outside blocks each consist of 6 rows. 

The weevil collection records are shown in Table 20. Owing to 
the variations produced by the individual efficiency of the pickers, it 
does net seem advisable to compare the various rows at a single 
picking, but this factor should be more or less averaged out in the 
five pickings, and to reduce this error further the rows have been 
averaged together in blocks. It will be noted that the first average 
of this type divides the plat into four blocks, the outside blocks 
consisting of six rows each and the two inside blocks consisting of 
five rows each. From this grouping it is seen that rows 1 to 6 
averaged 43.3 weevils per row, while rows 7 to 11 averaged 42; 
rows 12 to 16 averaged 36 and rows 17 to 22 averaged 32.5. Thus 
it is seen that there is a more or less regular decrease in the infesta- 

tion of the picked plat as the distance from the check plat is increased. 
However, the highest record for any single row was row 10, which 
was very nearly m the center of the plat. These figures would seem 
to indicate that picking cotton beyond the ends of the picked plat 
and to the north of it prevented the plat from receiving an infestation 
of weevils from those sides. It is also seen that there was apparently 
some migration of weevils from the check plat into the south side of 
the picked plat. However, this was not of grave importance and is 
probably largely counteracted by the later omission of rows 1 to 4 as 
buffers. 
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Taste 21.—Row records of infested squares collected with bag-and-hoop, Hecla plantation 
experiment, Mound, La., 1916. 

Infested squares collected. 

+ ‘ Average Row No. j t ees Bverage per row of 

June 16. | June 22. | June 29. | July 10. | July 17. ae a srow |_ outside 
plocks,1 |22d inside 

blocks. 

Mees eoe er ke ae tear om eee 22 23 19 AT 71 182 
7 eee pene he eRe ey 8 a 2 3 rk ix 
Se eee ete, 13 2 5 
Mees = TR ee 32 29 36 70 29 ee. | Meee pee 
5s eee ee ee 13 12 23 36 38 122 
Geek 2 A eee ae 18 11 28 64 33 154 
fj (Sue Sig LAE Sa 19 19 27 31 18 114 
ie Beane Mel pee ey ey 3 28 26 15 48 30 147 
OF Se Saw ean a aS 13 8 28 19 14 82 127.0 

dh ae eee oe ee a8 25 33 24 48 24 154 
TE [ES sven Se ia aes ee 44 28 35 26 = 137 118.8 
y [7c SAN, 2g alec are eee: 8 18 14 28 23 91 ° 
a | ee Ce eee 24 23 22 a4 il 124 
FAN yes Seles A 18 29 29 18 109 110. 6 
cL ype Mae: 1 eae eee 10 23 21 26 16 96 
(h}h ae eee Sle Se te 24 23 51 26 9 133 
A Se eae Ae eae ae a 9 18 19 11 20 77 
1 I ee ee ree ene gS : 23 11 30 13 = 
NOE eae se eerie oe Sete 1 22 20 22 14 
FT ea on 14 16 19 44 2 95 == 83.1 
ies Sues at eat wepieeRe 9 20 30 7 12 78 
ED Soe en yh oe ae 12 12 15 23 5 67 

1 Outside blocks each consist of 6 rows. 

Table 21 shows the row collections of the infested squares in the 
same manner. An analysis of this table by blocks shows the square 
collections to correlate very well with the weevil collections, the 
number of infested squares decreasing with the increase in distance 
from the check plat. In this connection it is interesting to note 
that the highest record was in row 4, while the second highest was in 
row 1, so it is seen that the most highly infested rows were included 
in the 4-row buffer which was dropped. 

Considering these row records on the whole it is seen that the only 
outside influence affecting the infestation of the picked plat was 
apparently the migration of the weevils from the check plat. This 
was sufficient Im extent to increase slightly the infestation of the 
side immediately adjoming the check and would undoubtedly have 
some influence on the results secured. However, this migration 
appears to have been comparatively unimportant, and consequently 
its only effect on the results would be in the degree. That is, it 
would not offset any beneficial effect from the bag-and-hoop collec- 
tions, but probably would lessen the gain somewhat. 

INFESTATION. 

The infestation of these various plats was followed throughout 
the season in the usual manner. As has been mentioned, the weevil 
abundance was determined from May 8 to June 5 by plant examina- 
tions, the figures secured expressing the ratio of the weevils to the 
plants. After June 5, however, the squares became sufficiently 
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abundant to allow square-infestation records. This type of record 
was begun on June 15 and contimued at weekly mtervals until 
August 9. At the first three examinations 100 squares were examined 
in each corner and the center of each plat, making a total of 500 
squares to the plat. Beginning with July 4, however, the records 
were made in the center of each end and the middle of each plat, 
200 squares being examined at each pomt, making a total of 600 
Squares to the plat. 

Table 22 shows the figures secured at these examinations. 

TABLE 22.— Weevil infestation, Hecla plantation experiment, Mound, La., 1916. 

Infestation. 

Date of examination. | 
Picked Check 
plat. plat. 

Per cent. | Per cent. 
65. 6 BIUITLOT ypeeepe een Ney UMUC ee RUNNIN coro UM Ratu hs cl RF ek eeay a OT ek RR eu iN a 49. 

A UONey AD) a anaes eA al oe rep Dah aS ea BU Ne OPE UA RAUNT PA EM re a ALA ec 43.8 47.8 
BULTIC EA eee ay ened ae aunm ert aL CAE OM oft ANE A ed MAT i A De Ne 34. 0 38. 6 
SIUM Le sh Se RRS oer STA a el I Urn Re MLL i 39. 0 25.5 
RATT ae T (perenne a sap HR cB Ng i ALE MRE aie lia NS PT Glau a NC MO Seah MN KS UIE kU cd 25. 7 24.7 
TWIN R TZ on Gets ese SE | AIM ct a Le OD tll ts en OL COM yes LS A ARQ Pa 47.0 50. 2 
BUNA Re eye tn) aed MeN cise ORNs Se lbs OL A RM ig eee aol 48, 2 Houz 
PTOI AU sik Os os ton) eal OA Ue Yt DS Nop DN Gnu a a 71.0 67.8 
SECU ea antics lgas nea: RR gee ole NAD AIRE LN) Sh A ea at he Gig 87.8 89.8 

Aiieiphtediawerage sre samen ie cei Wie Sorte Gea ne ON kA ety es BINS 49.9 

From Table 22 it is seen that there was no significant regularity 
in the comparative infestation of the two plats. In fact, in the 
weighted average for the season there was a difference of only 1.6 per 
cent in the infestation of the two plats. These infestation records 
failed to show any effect whatever from the pickings, as there was ne 
apparent reduction in the infestation of the picked plat at any time. 

Averages of the infestation records at each of the points of observa- 
tion throughout the season give the following: 

Picked plat: Per cent. 

NCS IMGT EME MO tatty Ree LU Ne eG a a ee 54. 4 

OCI ISIE, See A ale ROI ea co Nee OOM ca ie DORM ee eG ian eee HMI A NN CTA Gale it ho 47.4 

LBBISIE IOC bec ec Mae ats TS a a ON cA UM ac ec Mc AAA 0 Dy 2 ailh 

Check plat: ° : 
NIV GSB Gia h SCENE ah Sere ee EP Un ers Sa MBN Un CU eyes ahh AN aa 49, 4 

(QTR IS os Cail ae OR ER TG SSE CE sh OUR La Alay UE MWICI RCN S DAL Capi ey 38 50. 8 

HE Asta Td lesa primes UCR HC BURNIE CPN 8 ie sia NA Ge SL IR ea ane 49.2 

From these averages it is seen that the infestation was very evenly 
distributed over the two plats, as the extreme range was only from 
47.4 per cent to 54.4 per cent. It is interesting to note that both of 
these extremes were located in the picked plat. The averages at the 
points where the infestation was determined are further evidence of 
the failure of the picking operation to reduce the weevil infestation 
in the picked plat. : 

96828°—Bull. 564—17——4 
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EFFECT ON PLANTS. 

After the first few shakings it was noticed that this operation was 
having a decided effect on the growth of the plants. The shaken 
plants were becoming much shorter than the check plants and were 
more bushy and compact in growth. This became so pronounced 
that on August 1 the height of 200 plants in each end and the center 
of each plat was measured. These 600 plants in the picked plat 
averaged 48.6 inches in height, while those in the check plat averaged 
58.6 inches in height. Thus the plants in the check plat averaged 
10.3 inches higher than those in the picked. 

BOLL COUNTS. 

In order to secure some index to the fruit being set in these two 
plats, 100 plants were examined in each end of each plat on July 17 
and the bolls counted. At this time it was found that the picked 
plat averaged 3.9 bolls to the plant, while the check plat averaged 5.4 
bolis to the plant. These observations were checked very carefully 
by a thorough examination of both plats, and it seemed obvious that 
the check plat, generally speaking, was fruiting better than the picked 
plat. However, the factor of drainage had become operative at this 
time, and it was seen that portions of the check plat were injured 
seriously by the drowning of the plants in poorly drained areas. 

PRODUCTION. 

The seed cotton matured in these plats was picked on October 30. 
The amounts secured are shown in Table 23. 

TABLE 23.—Seed-cotton production in Hecla plantation test, Mound, La., 1916. 

Seed-cotton pro- 
duction. 

Plat and treatment. Area. 

Acres. | Pounds. Powis 
a LEGO bp ep ee As eee ie See er te Sia eee terri hens eTO bic A 591 50 

he 2 1.18 541 458 

From Table 23 it is seen that the picked plat exceeded the check in 
production by 43 pounds of seed cotton per acre. This was a gain of 
9 per cent over the check. At first glance this result seems rather 
surprising in view of the result of the boll counts and other observa- 
tions made on the relative fruiting of the two plats, which showed the 
check plat to be leading the picked plat by a considerable margin. In 
fact, the boll count showed the check plat to have a 38 per cent margin 
over the picked plat. Of course, such boll counts are not absolutely 
accurate, but they usuallv prove fairly representative. However, 
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other factors than the weevil picking itself were operating to influence 
the production of these two plats. The factor of drainage has been 
mentioned as seriously injuring a portion of the check plat. In fact, 
this injury probably was sufficient practically to account for the 
results secured. In addition to this, the factor of boll rot must be 
considered. The exceedingly wet weather of July caused an exces- 
sively rank plant growth on all highly nitrogenous land, such as that 
on which these plats were located, and this resulted in the rotting of 
many of the lower bolls which could not be reached by the sunlight. 
It has been shown that, while the shaking operations were reducing 
the fruiting of the plants, they also tended to prevent a rank plant 
development. As a result, there was little or no boll rot in the 
picked plat, while the check was injured seriously by this factor. 
Consequently it is seen that, while the shaking operation actually 
reduced the fruit set in the picked plat, the reduction in foliar devel- 
opment served to offset this by preventing boll rot. 

Taking these two factors of boll rot and poor drainage of the check 
plat into consideration, it is possible to understand why the check 
matured less cotton than the picked plat in spite of the fact that it 
actually set more bolls per plant on the poorly drained portions of 
the plat. To check the production record a bur count was made in 
both plats by examining 500 plants in each on October 31. At this 
time it was found that the check plat averaged 7.4 burs per plant, 
while the picked plat averaged 8.7 per plant. Thus it is seen that 
the bur count corresponded fairly well with the production record of 
the two plats. This tends to place further emphasis on the probable 
accuracy of the boll count. 

At any rate, regardless of the explanation of the weights secured, 
the fact remains that the difference in favor of the picked plat was 
so small as to constitute an economic loss, and the utter absence of 

evidence of a reduction of the infestation of the picked plat due to 
the pickings makes this test decidedly unfavorable to weevil picking 

as a means of control. 

EUREKA PLANTATION EXPERIMENT NO. 1. 

The more extensive Eureka test was located in a cut of cotton 
extending along Walnut Bayou. The series consisted of five plats, 
each plat extending at right angles to the bayou. The soil on which 
these plats were located was a rather ight sandy loam on the bayou 
front, grading off heavier toward the back of the cut. As practically 
all soil gradation in this cut was from north to south, and as it was 
fairly uniform from east to west, the plats should have been reason- 
ably comparable as regards the soil, since each extended through 
the extreme variation. To safeguard further against soil variations 
two check plats were selected, one on the east side of the series and 
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the other on the west. In most cases in the following report the — 
average of the records made on these two check plats is given — 
instead of the individual records of the two, as this average should — 
compare best with the conditions existing between the two checks. 
Three treated plats were arranged between these two check plats. 
The first of these, plat 2, was picked once a week for six weeks; plat 
3 was picked twice a week for six pickings, while plat 4 was picked ~ 
once a week for four weeks. 

As considered during the period of treatment, each plat was 22 
rows in width and 380 feet long. This made the area of each plat | 
exactly 1 acre. However, it was recognized that there would 
probably be some interplat effect at the dividing lines, so a buffer 
system was arranged between each two plats at the time of picking 
in order to absorb as much as possible of this interplat effect. This — 
system consisted of omitting four rows on each side of each dividing 
line. As the checks adjoined plats on only one side, this resulted 
in four rows being dropped from each check, while eight rows were. 
dropped from each picked plat. Thus the checks finally considered | 
consisted of 0.82 of an acre each, while the picked plats each con- — 
sisted of 0.64 of an acre. However, all figures given in the present 
report, with the exception of those of production, are based on plats 
of 1 acre each, and, of course, the production was reduced to an 

acreage basis. In order to protect the plats further from outside 
influence a buffer system across the ends of the picked plats was _ 
maintained throughout the picking period. For this purpose the 
pickings were extended about 30 feet beyond the plat lines at each ~ { 
end each time a plat was picked. 

This cut was, planted in corn and peas during 1915, and a very 
heavy growth was turned under. This resulted in the land being nm 
excellent condition with the exception of a rather spotted infestation 
of nut-grass extending along the back of the cut. However, the 
back end of the plats was moved forward sufficiently to avoid this 
grassy area almost entirely. The drainage throughout all plats was 
very good, and there was no apparent water injury at any time, in 
spite of the excessive rains during July. The cotton was the Simpkins 
Ideal variety, which had been planted on April 5. A very good | 
stand was secured over all the plats. 

PICKINGS. 

As in the case of the Hecla experiment, the idea was to begin the 
pickings as soon as the weevils became sufficiently abundant to make 
the operation worth while. Plant-infestation studies were made in 
the same manner as those already described for Hecla plantation. © 
On May 10, 1,000 plants were examined and no weevils found; on ~ 
May 17 three weevils were found on 1,000 plants, whileon May 23 one — 
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weevil was found, and on May 30, two weevils were found to 1,000 
plants. On June 6 the plant examinations were separated by plats 
and 50 plants were examined _in each end and the center of each plat, 
making a total of 150 plants to the plat. At this time only two weevils 
were found, one in plat 1 and one in plat 3. From these figures it is 
seen that the emergence of weevils into these plats was exceedingly 
hight and late. However, by about June 12 a rather heavy general 
emergence of weevils was taking place over the parish, and it was 
considered advisable to begin picking these plats, in spite of the fact 
that only a small number oi weevils had been found in this cut. 
Consequently, the first picking of all of the plats was made on June 
13. At this time plat 2 yielded 10 weevils to the acre, plat 3 yielded 
13, and plat 4 yielded 6. This is quite different from the first pick- 
ing made three days later on Hecla plantation, when 129 weevils per 
acre were collected, and shows the light initial infestation of this series 
of plats. 

In order to determine the exact stage of the cotton plants at the 
time of this first picking the squares were counted on 20 plants at 
10 different points in the series of plats. These 200 plants averaged 
7.5 squares per plant. A similar study of the plant heights showed 
them to average 13.1 inches at this time. 

The labor involved in these pickings is shown in Table 24, figured 
on the same basis as in the Hecla test. 

Taste 24.—Labor required for picking weevils, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916, 

experrment No. 1. 

Cost of 
labor per 

Plat No. Picking. Daten |e aon acres Be 
lv -| 74 cents 

per hour. 

Hours. 
ENIES bak eieac teee austatrae June 13 6.4 $0. 48 
SECON GG Sah Ske sae June 20 O09 Behl 
UNIO Da ee eae een ere June 27 6.0 . 45 
He OUntI Aas ye Aaah ne. July 5 9.0 . 68 

ee els Meee IN cise gos Soke UG Toes aie de SL hac a ing os July 11 15.0 151183 
SiGe ees) ede 4 ese Dees July 22 10.0 5 

Hl BOY Hea) epee Ua Aen hp | [ee cae eo, 51.9 3.90 
IMVCEARC). -f seen Mies [oceceee eee 8.6 . 65 

A ESTTS Gas Sa eas NS ta eed June 13 6. 4 . 48 
SOCOM: Ria aan a nea ae June 17 4.5 .34 
SEMA T: psa o  RA 8 Wil June 20 DO .41 
ER OUI ee 2a ire aH June 23 6.5 - 49 

2 SOS CEB CB BOGS O STERNER Eee a eae nea [TUR Plo See I Re Se oN Ser June 27 6.0 ~45 
S Dx Ae ya sree epee ranpe ea seal June 30 8.0 . 60 

TMOGAL: Seno ere Nee eee 36.9 OSE 
AVeT Ag Oey eis. sepa a AS. ae ae 6.1 - 46 

BEGTTSS Ge ghee el a a Ay 0 ee esa June 13 6.4 . 48 
SOCOMGE Ey isa Ree Me cee: June 20 S56) 41 
AM oUniC l= Rpm ereme ye y Aes ye te June 27 6.0 . 45 

= DGGASS GAR RE ARB Se ee MOULED Su sae ae eee July 5 9.0 .68 

ST Oy Gen Ee ictal cacao Oe ak Hales ra 26.9 2. 02 
AVET ALO ay aee eran ie te eine tines ay 6.7 ol 
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From this it is seen that the cost per acre ranged from 46 to 65 
cents for picking in the different plats. Of course, the average per 
picking increases as the season progresses, and consequently the 
greater number of pickings cost more per picking.. The hours of labor 
per acre ranged from 6.1 to 8.6. From the total cost figures it is seen 
that the four pickings at an interval of one week cost $2.02, while 6 
pickings at the same time interval cost $3.90. The six pickings given 
twice a week cost $2.77. These records show a uniformly higher cost 
for the pickings on Eureka than on Hecla, and, judging from the gen- 
eral observations which have been made, it is probable that the 
Kureka figures more nearly represent average conditions. 

The weevils collected from these plats at the various pickings are 
shown in Table 25. | 

TaBLE 25.—Weevils collected per acre with bag-and-hoop, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, 
La., 1916, experiment No. 1. 

| 
Number 

Plat No. Pieking. Date. | of weevils 
collected. 

a | 

BITSY! pf, 2 Pe ie June 13 | 10 
SECON se erie ep ce a eee June 20 — 1l 
Hird 345 4453 Mes a eee. 9 June 27 | 25 

2 i Houpth 2 see cetera ee July 5! 
ge TER ahs | EEE Eee EE SP Lae DG SE WW Rifth ss 3655 ee ee ee July 11 82 

Sixihivo. . tc eee eae eae July 22 479 

Totaly ete oe eee See 661 

Mitsts ta see tere aoe June 13 13 
SGCONG2 tet Bea see sae June 17 11 
SETA Ae eke a cen | June 20 

3 WOuUrthey tee. 8 eee eee | June 23 13 
3 Copodc saccdicosSbo sce Sodcoonbosesnoesacodasccesesoess Bifthicv sical cee eee se June 27 7 

Sixties. Sst ot Ft eee | June 30 20 

Total..2 tet eee e/a ee oe | 90 

rst eee Eee oe oe | June 13 | 6 
SCCONGE a3 sage ee ere June 20 9 

4 A ahh to eee ey er Re Be June 27 27 
ea coe im = Shoe inieia’ © eink mime eocleie ne) aie repens ieee se ele eee clin | MOUnLnE te cee eee eee Vano 43 

| otal 00 oe | ee 85 

From Table 25 it is seen that if the sixth picking in plat 2 is ex- 
cluded, the highest number of weevils collected per acre at any picking 
was 82. However, there was a tremendous increase at the sixth pick- 
ing of plat 2, and 470 weevils per acre were collected at this time. This 
increase was due to the effect of climatic conditions on the multiplica- 
tion of the weevils. As has been mentioned, the month of July was 
exceedingly rainy, the plats being subjected to a shower almost every 
day inthe month. This, of course, produced a great reduction in the 
climatic control of the weevils in the fallen forms and, as a result, 

although the initial infestation of these plats was very light, the July- 
bred weevils multiplied so rapidly that this was quickly changed to an 
excessively heavy infestation. Considering the totals collected from 
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the various plats, it is seen that only 85 weevils were secured from 
plat 4, while 90 were picked from plat 3. The high number secured 
at the sixth picking brought the total for plat 2 up to 661. 

The forms collected in the bags from the different plats at the 
various pickings are shown in Table 26. 

TABLE 26.—Forms collected per acre with bag-and-heop, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, 
La., 1916, experiment No. 1. 

Forms collected. 

Plat No. Date. Clean. pee 

1 Clean Punc- ‘ Total. 4 tired. 

Per cent. | Per cent. 
TUN LS ees ie eR 123 48 75 39.0 61.0 
JOT AD ees Gases nesaaeoe 116 43 73 37.1 62.9 
AUN Os Bits tctaye cee wera ais eae 338 159 179 47.0 53.0 
AU by fafa eR BAS nea Sea ea 472 271 201 57.4 42.6 

7 (SM SES ee ae Malyed ees: RL Nya 1,309 990 319 75.6 24.4 
UID se 8st akc id (apa 2,196 419 ertatin 19.1 80.9 

NY Ia a 4,554 1, 930 OPG2A suet AU) als cia ec ene 
VELOCE Maeno ems ked scree RN cal (aea Nah SNe lee ee 42.4 57.6 

AUNT G a3 ee Wie Rare See 108 33 75 30.6 69.4 
UT SL yh a 156 68 88 43.6 56. 4 
AUT RDO ape Smtr ne 127 43 84 33.9 66.1 
WNC 23 ee gee eo ee 83 42 41 50.6 49.4 

DSO BO Gn BR OOS E a SER EET eee UMOSD ee ae Ware ee EON 231 105 125 45.5 54.5 
UMC VO ecto ce ey Oy er ke 223 109 114 48.9 ol. 1 

G, Mobalita ia 928 400 BOS Rl leo ieee 
Wreishtedtaverdces 22st ON Ree ee ees ae ee 43.1 56.9 

essen ere ltt ek 76 ast) Beas 36.8 63.2 
UMC R202 as eee oe 98 25 73 25.5 74.5 
sD UUUET OD Tees a EA go 223 99 124 44.4 55.6 

C1 RUSSO EO ODE Sens aC en eS IIa iA as A en A UR Wag ge 330 224 106 67.9 32.1 

Motaleec oxen sees 727 376 Soll acces yale eee 
WieTshtedvawv erdg ema. ai 7 il eek AEN nn SS eee ENTE 51.7 48.3 

One interesting feature of the figures shown in Table 26 is the ex- 
tremely rapid increase in the number of forms collected at the later 
pickings. For example, in plat 2, 2,196 forms were collected at the 

sixth picking, while a total of only 2,358 were collected at the other 
five pickings from this plat. Another important feature is the high 
percentage of clean forms collected in the bags. This varied from 
42.4 to 51.7 in the different plats and averaged 45.7 over the entire 
series. From this it is seen that almost one-half of the total forms 
collected in the bag-and-hoop during this series of tests were per- 
fectly clean. In addition to this destruction of clean squares the 
same loss of terminal buds which was noted in the other tests was 
observed in this experiment. 

It is interesting to compare the form collections of plat 2 with those 
made on the Hecla test about the same time. This comparison is 
shown in Table 27. 
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TABLE 27.—Comparison of Hecla and Eureka, Madison Parish, La., tests in forms 
collected in bags. 

’ Forms collected 
per acre. 

Date. 

nor Hecla. 

JUNC GS. sos Se a eet SE BE OE PS oe ee 2 en ee ee 123 | Oey. 
A Spelt Colas UR Ae As eg ees Li hae Pee ceria penne eng St pe he ete BI Ne AS ee Se 3 
JUNC 20 ee a ee rs ee ey ee Ne eee a, SOE SED eee a © SP eae one eae ee oe 116))2 Sa 
FAT RE ee Rs MCE Bs Mapa OL oe LAS Cee 2 mC Re, 8 Cet ec ene Re | 346 
B JEU ele) Pasa CORD steed = er an ae eS eh Site as eR MEMOIR Wee ee ee te hee 330. | 0 > 
SV ULTS C2 eS oe MS eet NS Ores Ck ei gS ec ne eg hey gg eg 414 
AGUS GS eS SU os Ln ON ET ns a eee em eer eye ee eee Abe Tae a ote eae Vid ee 
St og HO gee eS RR Oi ark oes <i 2 pen pi Me eet) DTN 8 bei aerate nS LN I 894 
July she ee ce ae Se ee ee Ab. Leire een oll eesti eee rmpein ec a ire oe 1,309:| 25.. 55 
SUMMED yes foes hes teapot en ee ee ge canal ec far te Nora cc ear oP SS Pee a ST ae le a 506 

In the Hecla test it is seen that during a total of five pickings ex- © 
tending from June 16 to July 17, 2,445 forms per acre were collected, 
while on plat 2 of the Eureka test the five pickings extending from 
June 13 to July 11 yielded a total of 2,358 forms per acre. Thus 
through this period the total forms collected in the two tests were 
approximately the same. However, a study of the individual pick- — 
ings shows these totals to have been reached by quite different 
records. There was a comparatively slight increase on the Hecla 
test from the first to the fourth picking, and then the fifth picking _ 
decreased somewhat. In the Eureka test the first four pickmgs 
yielded less than the same number of the Hecla test, but the fifth 
picking increased several hundred per cent. Two factors undoubt- 
edly influenced this difference of results in the two tests. These 
were the degree of weevil infestation and the cotton variety. The 
higher initial infestation of the Hecla test resulted in a greater num- ~ 
ber of squares being collected on that plat in the early pickings, — 
but the comparative lack of prolificacy and the determinate fruiting 
of this long-staple variety of cotton was becoming effective by the 
picking of July 17, and consequently there was an actual reduction 
in the number of forms collected. On the other hand, the light 
initial infestation of the Eureka test resulted in low records at the 
first few pickings, but the rapid increase in this infestation and the 
enormous abundance of squares caused the later pickings to yield 
large numbers. 

Unfortunately no collections of fallen forms were made in the 
Eureka plats, so it is impossible to compare the two tests on this 
point. 
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TABLE 28.—Row records of weevil collection in bags, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 
1916, test No. 1. 

Plat. Row 

June 13 

Weevils collected in bags. 

June 17| June 20) June 23) June 27 June30| July 5 \July 11|/July 22] Row 
Row 
aver- 
age in 
blocks. 

cece eee 

VI arte Pate Dilated sty ct 
ee ee 1 Ee ape tt 1 

Sek tats sl Oe An INERT ees Een ee 3 
i ERR CR a Fe eH et | pe 3 

ERIN ae alec SL 2 
PAR Eerie taa aL oe 1 
Peete tml eel ec 2 
Ei el ee Hs eG ele kel ae 

ily) oem pia ace ak 2 

lp Nateing 7 cae 2 
Malescect ic Oa 1 
Pein yee alae 1 

Hae sone ian a Tsai eho 3 
te eta ini ae Phi Agee 1 

Tlf > rata We pe NR any a 
TSP ees eae ae 1 

TiS RRs ales a ea 1 

iT | See Seeaa ce 1 
Bye apes Te ee eeeeellomore es 1 

1 2 1 i ae ee 
Rese re (eral aieoe Pe SE ley aula, 2 

1 eee alec SE jes eet ce 
OS OOO) | waar eee ee ee ee 

Thc 2 a | aoe ae 1 1 
Asia ae DG Meee ea aan ek 1 

iy fel fee flee ee 1 2 
Mayet | apr, edhe nt 2 1 6 

7 if ANS otaku Ma 1 3 
DSA eee 1 Hid a ters ae 
2 3 Dale ares 2 

Sd Sie Bl ane page ea | ES 1 
BS SE Sa eel Sc Deen Ds ae 2 
PP a Hal Tis ac al eas eae de 
Sane 2 2 4 1 
eA A coca tek AO MW Maso) Bade 1 

Pye tees Neck 2 1 near 
TE fh yo MD ol ie ele ee a a enue 

[Clore ty ThA ean Se 1 
SA BROS eat ai ane UN ge ne eile ag aiealge 1 

THs foe, reat a eae A ie an 2 

LSE a OY eae PB Resse Sie 3 
a peel CRE 1 gs Nok AI a |e ce 

See Nae ala Ne eee aU AL 1 

bis ea I ae Sp ee a | ee 1 
Sinai Sr Nene eae Dil e eess 1 
Beresys peel i eee lh tee mes yd a 3 
Bar Paley es Daliereu ces 2 

Th, || ates are WG Las ae aeas a Caper ONY Bara 
BU apace it | eae ace | Bae aA Mii Nay al 
HUA Pe es alt. 0 [fa te UD. P| Man a RDS Taal 

(st REA ie AN Boel RP ane RUA 2 

ae Set eaters HAs ena 1 
1 pS ANDI Fea | ee 2 

Beek Vubtt | A eee es 1 IG Resear ey 1 
EP Rep Nak pi tha sh Taaeeg ss ca Sar a ae 1 

SN cA) (oa aa eas ieee cp me pelt 3 
That ges Sie ace baa eo ta EN ea ee ai 1 
Ae eas ett eee ee a alee cite 1 

EE SIE EA | Vs Wee 4 =reeece 

ete e cee 

total. 

19 25 
23 30 
28 39 
15 27 
23 29 
20 37 
36 45 
14 23 
25 31 
29 38 
30 35 
30 53 
10 21 
25 35 
26 37 
12 21 
9 14 

17 26 
22 22 
27 31 
13 15 
17 27 

nee ae 4 
Saeatse 5 
Rie lige 2 
Se ey eam 3 
isp 1 
Asis Remy 4 
aE 4 
Say ie! 4 
Sere 9 
See Pn 8 
Et ba 4 
Veet 12 
Paar 1 
ena et 4 
Rec ise ik 
Freee 4 oa 11 
eres 1 

eee Se 3 
eet ae 1 
earths 2 3 
ee, 2 
Bei sae gee Ses 
ee ee 6 
ee Lea 11 
Bet 1 
mie mlha 2 
spelen 1 

fi eS bs 1 
Bee 4 
SSR e 4 

een 9 
fools 4 
Pana ie 5 
2S Pale Nae 1 
rarest Sy 
ee eb 2 
Se ee ee 2 
Re Spee E 2 
Vicon AN 2 

Ene act 6 
Aone the 5 
Se Ae 7 
pepe A 7 

31.1 

33.9 

3.1 

5.8 

2.1 

3.6 

3.6 

4.5 
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TaBLe 29.—Row records of square collection in bags, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, Tale 
1916, test No. 1. 

Squares collected in bags. 

Plat. _| Row. pe 
June | June | June | June | June | June | July | July | July | Row | #¥& 
13. | 17. | 20. | 23. | 27. | 30. | 5. | IL | 22. | total.) 

blocks 

1 rfl Me Re A Tyla a ae ens 5 12 a7 (nda 
2 Dee Suh ee ae og imaes 7 25 97| 142 
3 Sie os Bs i Poca a tal bead 33 17 15 gi |° 124 || eae 

é 4 4 (eeewee C2, | gee ae Be ec uee 10 10 109 141 ef 
5 Ofreess te Sut ee fa aes ge 13 19 134 183 
6 is Careeeea ig, eae ae 12 164 193 | $70 
7 ry nie st Li Sas Fay eerie, ie 1 30 67 | 122 
8 (A oeomes & rid leogbae © Tee oe 7 13 93) 119 
9 Ginesce & 13 ee ee Ton ea one hones (3 24 89 | 158 
10 Beleas ate ch ep ot 3 [evdosec| 8 15 4f “138sleq 877<\ae 
1 Ct eae i Nalteg ie eet & 5 5 93 | 124 

2... eee eee e eres 12 Co Cp eae isso B 61 714 118 \¢ 129 
13 oy. anes 6 hae ok ema 5 13 44 $3 
14 df eee ie ri eee re ea Rese 12 9s | 140 
15 ie Same Dane as. re aio a | 8 12 74| 108 
16 Oe 4 od. Dale eee Ci iy eee oe) 9 9 38 80 
17 i Beene Es lea ieee al et 5 7 69 90 
18 S| kaw ak ef ene Gaypeeeete Ar, 7 50 84 
19 255506) eeennce Se i ieee NS 6 Re ees 5 2 93 108 78, 8 ; 

20 Oh San eee a EAM RSD SS Serta 5 | 1 72 83 : 
21 oy paees FH aE NP re BE ae yes 2 3 27 37 | 
22 i) eee Di AB x foils rT Pena ee 9 6 40 71 | 
1 1 5 4 2 3 PS lt Figg e ip Roe 21 | 
2 6 4 10 4 2 Syl pace (Sn at kis as Oa 29 
Bebe ose cas 2 3 1 5 vie lapetete x aes eee 15 || 20.1 
4 1 2 1 5 4 i) eae es PR FOE 18 
a er Oh Mio 1 2 Vig ae AM GOES Bees 10 | 
6 1 5 ahs: @34y 6 TD epee eee Woe 28 
a 2 3 8 3 3 al ees gh ian ae 23 
8 3 5 3 4 4 re Seren RR OACLG| Re a.” 28 
9 3 6 FL eee 8 5S eel ees ised 29 | 

10 6 10 10 4 9 14, Lys we Ue 50 
11 7 9 5 2 5 Pe Nemmee 6 vesteneR,' te aS 36 || Sea 

Tyan bts Mika 12 16 5 re aoe 9 7 Nt Sea ee 41 . 
Sch sameek: 1 4 1 5 a ieee een Eee: a2 17 
14 7 Srisvresi 1 i2 Ag Dee ers es ek See 30 a | 
15 6 4 1 i 4 i ees Reread ad a 17 4 
HG reese 2 3 2 7 5 Oe Desens IR eee 19 & 
17 4 1 Dine ya les 12 rhe ae AOC eae pe 20 Z 
18 5 4 1 1 3 Folae sedate ate es 19 
19 4 Sil sheen oe 5 Bilas een ee eles Abe 
20 1 2 4 2 7 FP Roboll eWay «hh Dini Re 23 | 19.5 
21 Sle wate 3 2 8 ras Weert ela | = 1. 18 
ri eee Si aac 5 Hil a weeaie [ewe ins Aatercg taht. 20 
1 SMa ce Frilina eae Gate ee @ leshsetaae 24 
2 if Pee: Gi eee pn eee fe ee 36 
3 rie (eerie i Nie ie 7k nae ps Sores Meet aes 13 
Ay Perea ge: Sab dues al Antivet stds Galas Gelder nak Wed bos 16 || 22.0 
5 Py eee rR Renee 2 Dilehe ante a {ieee ot OOD 10 
6 7 Cees S4iiayae eth eee ra Reapers (eee cae 33 
7 oh Saas Giles we We Peres ie See gaa 13 

° 8 “Ea wane ees ieee r+, Wee Bee oN ete es ems 2 17 
iy eet, ea Py GaP ff Geet A I M  ieeas 1e 11 

10 hy se ee oi lig. whe Hats vibe 10 [ce bi ae 17 
4 Tg | Sree Ws a2 DM wiht: (Sodas peer ry fe |S 12 
oe 12 Si. nee ak Se Bile tens 5 \iiczzcaphsadeat >) 8 

13 4 reer 5A. eee a, Bet CG eR mend. Naa hee 13 . 
14 hd Be PG ER RD om, Cai mp fikb heh 1c seer aicedhe 9 
15 fh eee 1 Waa cS eae iE ce ih tae ek b 
16 EE Bin Me ate em Reon ds Wr Prwees CE <i | Ak 2 6 
17 a ee Pe emer ey eee a BER eS es 12 
18 FAA a oe fae a eee Patek ira tre . 
19 PM eae weer s PRED a Crepes Co ee te, AE Fs 
OFA Note Ul. SAAD “i alae & rig Dee io ee eee eee 92 || 151 
21 ee a ih Bootes i [eer me EN, kare 818 12 
22 1h SORES 2 7 td SS Teel 1 | SUI i BENIN 19 
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Row records of the weevil and square collections were made in this 
test In the same manner as that already described for the Hecla 
experiment. These are tabulated in Tables 28 and 29. The row 
totals are averaged by blocks in much the same manner as in the 
Hecla test. Of course, in this case unpicked cotton adjoined only two 
of the blocks. These were the outside blocks of plats 2 and 4. From 
Table 28 it is seen that the outside block of plat 4 averaged slightly 
higher in weevils collected than the remainder of the plat, but that 
the outside block of plat 2 averaged less than the middle block of the 
same plat. From Table 29 it is seen that the square collections 
presented exactly reversed conditions. From these square collections 
it would seem that the outside block of plat 2 was more highly 
infested than the inside, while the rows 1 to 6 of plat 4 yielded a 
higher average than any of the remainder of the plat. These results 
are rather contradictory, but at any rate they seem to indicate that 
i the unpicked cotton had any effect on the picked plats it was com- 
paratively slight and should have been largely eliminated by the 
buffer system employed. 

WEEVIL INFESTATION. 

The infestation of the various plats of this series was followed 
throughout the season in the same manner as in the Hecla test. The 
general rule for determining this record was an examination of 100 
squares in each end and the middle of each plat. The records 
secured are shown in Table 30. 

TABLE 30.— Weevil infestation, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916,Test No. 1. 

Infestation. 

; s Plats 
Date of examination. land 5: 

Plat 2. Plat 3. Plat 4. | average 
of both 
checks. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent: | Per cent. 
JGR TBS SS oS e Gy Re 1 ea eg ee a 163 10.7 7 8. 
PINOT IE) mee eR epee A ie Uyae AY ules aba ot ML EN ie ks I Bis} 13.3 8.0 12 
(NE AO od onnn eb obeSab sod oye Senge e eee eae See ee 8.7 7.3 7.0 LON? 
THEY Gece acess ise Stee SP ta SF ap EO eT nee ete Oh 9.2 Dad 4.3 9.0 
TIOUNY LO Cope SUSAR Gas Utes A et ea a ra et Rn ad ee 12.3 127, 9.8 1252 
HEAT THE So DE SC ES SSS A ESI Oo) ae Oa ee coe 42.2 35. 0 40.7 44.8 
ANGI DES SoS Biche e ate ai cop eee ee pee eo 81.8 46.5 57.8 67.7 
ATR, WS SSS U CORTE RS oS ae SM ose eer a ee 76.3 78. 2 81.7 81.8 
ANGE. Qo se be shore BSI a es Beare ty ENC ALP ea ee ao a 91.Q 92.8 80.5 85. 2 
ATCA Se eae eek SS eS Se SAIS DUR UE Se ST at oe 96. 2 96.3 97.0 96. 2 

aivierthnitedsavicracerncsn wenn Me ON see. la 50. 6 46.1 46. 2 49.7 

From these figures it is seen that starting with a practically equal 
infestation these three treated plats and the two checks varied back 
and forth somewhat, but never showed any significant regularity in 
the difference between the various individual plats. In fact, the 
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range in the seasonal averages of the five plats was only 4.5 per cent 
and the seasonal average infestation of the three picked plats was 
47.6 per cent while that of the two checks was 47.9 per cent. 

EFFECT ON PLANTS. 

The same effect of the picking operation on the plants was observed 
in this test as in all other bag-and-hoop experiments. It was 
observed that the shakings were reducing the size of the plants and 
were causing the typical bushy growth. One thousand plants were 
measured in each of the plats to determine the average height on 
July 19, 200 plants being examined at five different points in each plat. 
The results secured are shown in Table 31. 

TABLE 31.—Average height of plants on July 11, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 
1916, Test No. 1. 

Treat- Average 
Plat No. ment. height. 

Inches. 
| Lege SNe foe Aah eT CO ES SLR a aie San RES og at, Sr ae Aaah ELS at ua ey ee ae ote Check..... 42. 

eR ie Ran pee oy ELAS cA Te EIS eel Sot i a gape UA Seas At SOE PaO 2 ete cae ENR gs | MORE of i ee oa ge A Shaken 35.4 
ete ete tee teak ah ah OR Segura CNS Ross 8) avs Se eye la canteaye ees a ava acd ais © cet Se eo Sr oe | dose 37.9 
Br Sh avaiexs Bhs Moers Eis ear oe ae S SES EE Be SEES CEES Se See Re PRE ee eee do.. 37.5. 
Dies Sine sic mia reterajere etares caves we cvais einiete eve te apave y/o hareretgy ate ey sm Si are ole aats (oasis cuetelate Sales eile R eee Check..... 40.6 

From this it is seen that the two checks averaged 40.6 and 42.7 
inches in height, while the next highest plat was 3, which averaged 
37.9 inches; plat 4 was practically the same height, averaging 37.5 
inches, while plat 2 showed the greatest effect of all, averaging 35.4 
inches. These differences had been more pronounced earlier in the 
season, but, following the cessation of shaking, the picked plats had 
recovered a portion of the lost height by a rapid terminal growth. 

The difference in height between plats 1 and 2 is illustrated photo- 
graphically in figure 2 of plate 2, which shows the dividing line between 
these two plats. 

From these figures showing the effect of the shaking of the plants it 
is seen that plat 2 was the most seriously injured of the series, while 
plats 3 and 4 were affected practically the same. This would seem 
to indicate that it is the duration of the pickings rather than the 
number which determined the effect on the plants. For example, 
plats 2 and 3 received the same number of shakings, but the interval 
was twice as long in plat 2 as in plat 3, so they extended much later 
into the season and the result was that in the fall plat 2 showed a 
much greater injury. Plat 3 received two more pickings than plat 4 
but the time intervals differed so that the pickings extended over 
about the same period in the two plats and the resultant effect on 
the plants was much the same. 
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SEED-COTTON PRODUCTION. 

The cotton produced on these plats was gathered in three pickings, 
August 24, September 14, and November 21. The amount secured 
is shown in Table 32. 

TABLE 32.—Sceed-cotton production, Eureka plantation, Tallulah, La., 1916, test No. 1. 

Seed cotton produced per acre. 

Plat. PE RE Tk CCRT 

Aug. 24. | Sept. 14. | Nov. 21. | Total. 

Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. 
286 478 123 887 

Be IS RN uray ge Masia ic NU aie RS gg a La se IP Iva ae pl 172 458 175 805 
AMEN IR ENUM TT ONDA Me UL N Fi ceisale MN ee dn ates a sal 167 562 212 941 

INVOTASOLOMMAANG OM keke SSRs eM te col Mae eee 2s 297 449 119 865 

From Table 32 it is seen that the total range of the plats was from 
805 to 941 pounds of seed cotton per acre, or a range of 136 pounds 
of seed cotton per acre. In this series the checks ranked about 
midway between the extremes. Plat 4 ranked highest of all, while 
plat 3 ranked lowest. Jn view of these rankings and the results of 
the various studies conducted on these plats during the season. it 
seems impossible to attach any significance to the differences of the 
yields of the various plats. The total range constituted only 18 per 
cent of the production of the lowest plat and the plat giving the 
highest yield logicaily should have shown less benefit than at least 
one other plat, if the picking operations had been effective. In fact, 
one of the check plats yielded 849, while the other yielded 881, show- 
ing a difference of 32 pounds between the checks themselves. Con- 
sequently, it seems probable that the yield differences were of no 
significance whatever. At any rate, they fail to show any important 
beneficial effect from the picking operation. The boll-rot factor 
which was discussed in connection with the Hecla test was likewise 
operative in this test, as the checks produced an enormously rank 
growth, but the reduction in fruiting due to the shaking operation 
balanced this, so that the yield from the checks was practically equal 
to that from the picked plats. . 

STUDIES ON THE VALUE OF A MECHANICAL COLLECTOR OF BOLL 
WEEVILS. 

Among the many methods of weevil control advocated and adver- 
tised by various individuals throughout the cotton belt are several 
mechanical collectors of the weevils. These machines vary widely 
in form and manner of construction, but most of them are similar. 

in the principle involved. Usually they consist of some type of pan 
arrangement passing along beneath the plants while at the same time 
the plants are agitated more or less violently, the idea being to shake 

a 



a 
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the weevils into the pan. A number of different types of these ma- 
chines have been examined by the writers, and several of the most 
promising were tested at Tallulah during the season of 1915. The 
one of these which gave the best results during that season was 
selected for more intensive studies during 1916. These studies were 
of two types, (1) plat tests of the machine under field conditions, 

and (2) comparative efficiency studies to determine the relative 
weevil-collecting ability of this machine when compared with the 
bag-and-hoop. 

PLAT TEST. 

The plat test was arranged in somewhat the same manner as the 
Hecla test which has been described. The experimental principles 
involved were much the same, and the same methods of arranging 
the plats and buffers were followed. A very uniform strip of light 
sandy soil was selected, and the plant growth over the entire experi- 
mental area was rather unusually uniform. The light soil was 
selected in order to secure plants of comparatively small size, since 
the machine had shown a tendency to break larger plants rather 
severely. Two plats were arranged, each 20 rows wide and 740 feet 
in length. One of these was picked with the machine, while the 
other was left unpicked as a check. 

PICKINGS. 

The first picking was made on these plats on July 1. Originally 
it was intended to start this picking somewhat earlier, but delay in 
securing the machine postponed it until this date. However, as has 
been mentioned, cotton of small size was secured, and the light and 
late weevil emergence into this cut was such that only a slight infes- 
tation was present on the ist of July. Consequently, the condi- 
tions more or less approximated those which would usually prevail 
about two weeks earlier in a more severely infested cut of richer 
soil. 

Table 33 shows the detailed results of the various pickings con- 
ducted. 

TABLE 33.—Pickings with mechanical collector, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Bolls collected. Squares collected. Time required. 
Weevils 

Date: collected. 
Clean. | Infested.| Clean. | Infested.| Hour. | Minutes. 

Stily dt ee 8S Se. See AD EPS A Sih 103 112 1. Se 
STA oe ede oe aa eee 156 15 115 364 Th Bee Soe Pe a 
sly ies aE eee eee 450 7 362 21 1,700 1 eae ee 
Zp Tt aS} a ee Sy cee cS E Wy Ack Pree ees DO ee 2, 281 1 10 
Ara Mosse. PES AS CO ee 9G aR. Pe St eae eee Se eee 2,238 22 of8 23 45 
oh 1 Fig ee ae eaten Serie are ayo yy Ca Sees =U ht (ee see RUS yh (ae Se 
Sie TOE y. eee 5. SMA eS 2087 | 439s Xx B57 |= 2de ee £2 OSHA AIL 45 
Af ofa 7 Se eens ety ae Os 1 Geir oehoe 210 a eee UAE (7) ate pate 45 
|_| 
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From this it is seen that a total of eight pickings was distributed 
over the period from July 1 to August 27. The weevils per picking 
ranged from 40 to 2,445, and a total of 8,608 were collected during 
the experimental period. As the plat consisted of 1.53 acres, the 
weevils collected per acre thus ranged from 26 to 1,600 at the different 
pickings, with a total per acre of 5,626. During this same time 
2,274 infested bolls and 11,475 infested squares were collected in the 
pans with the weevils. During the first three pickings a record was 
kept of the number of uninjured forms knocked off by the machine, 
and this was found to total 22 bolls and 488 squares. After that time 
the forms collected were so highly infested that they were considered 
as all injured. The time required for covering the plat ranged from 
45 minutes to 1 hour and 10 minutes. This would make the average 
time in the neighborhood of 40 minutes to the acre. However, this 
did not include the time spent in emptying the pans. Studies on 
the operation of this machine over larger areas have shown that it 
may be expected to cover an average of 10 to 12 acres per day when 
operated on a plantation basis. 

BROKEN PLANTS. 

The greatest difficulty which was found in the operation of this 
machine was the breakage of plants. It was found that if the 
machine was adjusted so that the plants were not broken it failed to 
catch an appreciable number of weevils, while if it was adjusted so 
that it collected a considerable number of weevils the plant breakage 
was very high. Consequently, in adjusting the machine, an attempt 
was made to strike a happy medium between these two extremes. 

Following each picking, the plat was gone over and the number of 
broken plants counted. It was found that the number per picking 
ranged from 37 plants to 704 plants. The number decreased rapidly 
as the season progressed, owing to the fact that nearly all of the 
larger plants had already been broken down. During the course of 
the eight pickings a total of 1,827 plants were broken in the plat. 

FALLEN FORM COLLECTIONS. 

In order to determine whether or not the forms collected in the 
picking machine decreased the number reaching the ground to 
any appreciable extent two collections of fallen forms were made. 
For this purpose an area 3 rows wide and 20 feet long was selected 
at each end and the middle of each plat. This made a total of about 
750 square feet for each plat. Care was taken to locate these points 
where the stand was as nearly perfect as possible and where the plant 
srowth represented about the average of that portion of the plat. 
The results of these collections are shown in Table 34. 
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TaBLe 34.—Fallen form collections in machine-picked test, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Picked plat. Check plat. 

Date. 

Squares. | Bolls. oe Squares.| Bolls Mok aad 

ILE oy Ee Se « Rete RE 5 es 1,385 516 1,901 1,371 805 2,176 
Rue sf SOO HO0 BI Se ERiTD 1, 436 372 1, 808 2, 581 984 3, 565 

pont ES Pe SIL. 2, 821 | 888 3, 709 3,952 1,789 5, 741 

From this table it is seen that on both occasions considerably more 
forms were gathered from the ground in the check plat than in the 
picked plat. In the two pickings a total of 3,709 fallen forms were 
gathered from the picked plat and 5,741 from the check, thus giving 
a reduction of 2,032 in favor of the picked plat. 

INFESTATION. 

The degree of weevil infestation in the two plats was followed 
through the season in the usual manner in order to determine the 
effect of the picking operations. Table 35 gives the results of these 
observations. 

TABLE 35.—Square infestation, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Picked Check 
Soe plat. plat. 

Per cent. | Per cent. 
SF CEL Use eee ee Ben ee ae Ee PNG Oey Cais SIS 14. 14.3 
JAW ROLLS: 21. Bee By Sites peti iie eee 2 2 Spies pep eee Be 21.4 17.2 
7 pe pao ee NN ie «ape a er ce te a SE RE Ie. Bee ON ds Pee ee eu ee A 47.7 38.0 
Silty 2S SF os Ee. e Bee. pyres Sasaki ook es ee | eee 60.3 51,2 
SI UNL A hore Saree eS Sp Pa SE a SS cat ed ce NE a ea 66.8 75.0 
ANI SEOSS CET EL oss 2 Peet Or 44 -See  Al ee e  ee 85. 3 85.3 
DCE oe ae eS Ra EER NR Se Cay, Bees AEE Pe oh es peer nes Te ek 88.8 90.3 

From this it is seen that at the beginning of the experiment the 
two plats averaged exactly thesameinfestation. At the next exam- 
ination, however, the picked plat increased slightly above the check 
plat and retained this position until July 27. The seasonal average 
of the check plat was 53.9 per cent, while that of the picked plat was 
54.9 per cent. Thus these records fail to show any decrease in the 
infestation due to the weevil collections. In fact, the averages are 
remarkably nearly equal. Studies on the seasonal average infestation 
of the various points of observation show this infestation to have 
been evenly distributed in the various. plats. 

EFFECT ON PLANTS, 

The plant breakage due to the operation of the machine has been 
mentioned. By the latter part of the season it was quite obvious 
that this was going to have a very detrimental effect on the picked 
plat. The picked cotton looked as if it had been topped, and it was 
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easy to distinguish the last picked row at a glance, as this row was a 
foot or more shorter in height than the adjoining unpicked row. 

PRODUCTION. 

The seed cotton produced in these two plats was picked on August 
24 and October 26. The amounts secured are shown in Table 36. 

TABLE 36.—Seed-cotion production, mechanical picker test, Talluluh, La., 1916. 

Seed cotton per 
acre. 

Date picked. 

Check Picked 
plat. plat. 

Pounds. | Pounds. 
AS, ee BBS AGRE SS EDO SOD ORS AES Seas Ee TERE eae es Sie ee RE ell es ad in ar 216 182 
OVE Abs SSeS Lb So eee BOI RMU RI DBF Clee Nae ate an eee eae te a Zoe 190 109 

Tinta, 3 bie te An JT Rare rt OR eee Semen SOM free a a | 406 | 291 

From this it is seen that the check yielded considerably more than 
the picked plat each time and in the total of the two pickings there 
was a loss of 115 pounds of seed cotton per acre in the picked plat. 
This amounts to a loss of 28 per cent below check and shows quite 
well the injurious effect of the picking operations with this machine. 

COMPARATIVE EFFICIENCY STUDIES. 

As a further check on the efficiency of the machine it was tested 
in comparison with the bag-and-hoop simply on the basis of efficiency 
in operation. 

The first test was conducted on July 13. A uniform strip of cotton 
14 rows wide and 645 feet in length was selected. The method 
followed was to pick two of these rows with the mechanical picker, 
then two with the bag-and-hoop, then two with the mechanical 
picker and so on until eight rows had been picked with the mechanical 
picker and six with the bag-and-hoop. Records were kept of the 
number of weevils and forms collected by each of these methods, 
and the time required was likewise noted. This test was repeated 
in an identical manner on the same cotton August 3. The results — 
of these two tests are shown in Table 37. 

TABLE 37.—Comparative efficiency tests, mechanical pickers, Tallulah, La., 1916. 

Mechanical picker (per row). Bag-and-hoop (per row). 

Date. Wee- Squares. Bolls. moe Wee- Squares. Bolls. sci 

are Ee Te ph ma ee es ar eS Te- ee T@e- 

Punc- quired. Punc- Punc- quired lected. eared: Clean. pas Clean rooted. cuted. Clean. Parade Clean. 

Min Min. 
ely 132. 5.025... 2.6 9.6 5.9 1.0} 0.25 2 9.9 | 37.0] 15.3 | 16.0 3.8 20 

(CPLR Pes aa 48.4 | 163.1 |....... ny (i eae 8) NVEZ6S) IP 74050) |booosee 25507| 5 Bo okee 20 
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From Table 37 it is seen that at the first test the mechanical picker 
averaged 2.6 weevils per row while the bag-and-hoop averaged 9.9. 
At the second test the averages were 48.4 and 77.5, respectively. 
This shows definitely that the mechanical picker does not even 
approach the bag-and-hoop in the number of weevils collected from 
any given area and, since the bag-and-hoop certainly does not collect 
all present, the mechanical picker must leave a very high percentage. 
The observations on the infested forms collected likewise show the 
bag-and-hoop to be very much superior to the mechanical picker. 
It is only in the time required that the mechanical picker shows an 
advantage over the bag-and-hoop. These figures show the bag-and- 
hoop to require about 20 minutes per row, while the mechanical 
picker required only from two to three minutes per row. 

One interesting observation was made on the comparative efficiency 
of different individuals when using the bag-and-hoop. While con- 
ducting the test on July 13, it was noted that one of the negroes 
operating the bag-and-hoop was very fast, while the other one was 
very slow. Consequently, separate records were kept for these two 
women. It was found that the faster woman took just one-half the 
time to the row that the slower one did, and the faster woman averaged 
14 weevils per row while the slower one averaged 4. This is an excel- 
lent example of the variation in the efficiency of the individual 
pickers. 3 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND SUMMARY. 

The studies described in the preceding pages, together with those 
of the season of 1915,! seem to warrant some conclusions on the 

subjects dealt with and a general consideration of their relation 
to the planter. 
Two points stand out. preeminently in the results of the studies of 

1916. These are (1) the complete failure of the picking operations to 
exert any appreciable beneficial effect on the weevil infestation, and (2) 
the injurious effect of the use of the bag-and-hoop upon the plants 
themselves. All points considered in connection with these studies, 
such as the degree of weevil infestation, plant fruitage, and actual 
yield, have shown consistently that the bag-and-hoop treatments 
were not reducing the weevil infestation within the treated plats to 
any extent. The control exerted by the collections of the weevils 
seems to have been completely overcome by the number of weevils 
escaping capture. In this connection it is interesting to compare 
the results of 1915 with those of 1916. It will be recalled that studies 
on the collection of fallen forms conducted in the face of the light 
weevil infestation prevailing during 1915 resulted in a definite 

1U.S. Dept. Agr. Bull. 382. 
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weevil-control reaction, though this control was by no means com- 
plete. In 1916, however, with a rapid multiplication of weevils and 
a heavy infestation, no evidence of control was secured from the 
weevil collection. The question of the relation of the degree of 
infestation to the effect secured from practicing these control meas- 
ures has been raised frequently, and apparently it has a very definite 
bearing on the difference in the results secured during the two years. 
It might appear that if a certain amount of benefit is to be derived 
from the control measures during a year of light infestation, this 
benefit will be increased proportionately in a year of heavy infestation. 
The results secured do not support this idea, however, and it seems 
to the writers that a year of light infestation, such as prevailed during 
1915, presents the optimum conditions for securing the maximum 
degree of control from the picking operation. It must be conceded 
that the most thorough picking operation will not secure all the 
weevils present; say, for the sake of discussion, that 75 per cent are 
secured. If 100 weevils per acre are present in the field at the time 
of the picking (as would be the case during a light infestation), 25 
would be left, and this number would be below that required to 
produce serious injury to the crop. On the other hand, assuming 
that there were 1,000 weevils per acre in the field and 75 per cent of 
these were collected, 250 would still remain, which would be sufficient 
to produce great injury to the crop, if not the maximum injury. It 
must be recognized that the degree of weevil injury in the field is not 
always directly proportionate to the number of weevils present; that 
is, the amount of injury per weevil decreases considerably with the 
increase of the number of weevils per acre, owing to the lessened 
chances of each individual for injury and what might be called the 
‘‘duplication of effort” in the repeated puncturing of the same form. 
With the average degree of infestation reached in the Delta during 
midsummer, there is a great excess of weevils for producing the 
maximum injury to the crop, and a considerable number of these can 
be removed from the field without increasing the crop secured to any 
appreciable extent. 

In addition to this consideration, the actual effect of this collection 

of over-wintered weevils in relation to their propagation is of interest. 
Under normal conditions, the percentage of squares punctured during 
the period when the weevil pickings are practiced is comparatively low. 
The normal shedding of forms in upland cotton is so high that the 
squares punctured by these hibernated individuals simply serve to take 
the place of a portion of those which would be shed normally. Con- 
sequently, these over-wintered weevils do not injure the cotton crop 
directly ; their only effect on the crop itself in such a case les in the 
progeny they produce and the activity of these progeny. Therefore, 
the only beneficial effect secured from collecting these hibernated 
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weevils would be the reduction of their progeny. In practice it is 
found that two factors serve to prevent the complete elimination of 
these progeny. These are the eggs deposited by the weevils before 
capture and the percentage of hibernated individuals actually escaping 
capture. As has been stated, if undisturbed, the weevils in the Delta 
usually will produce more than sufficient progeny to cause a maximum 
crop injury by midsummer. In view of the results of the control ex- 
periments under heavy infestation conditions, it seems that enough 
weevils were missed and sufficient eggs were deposited before collection 
by those actually captured to develop sufficient progeny for a maxi- 
mum infestation of the crop. 

In view of these considerations, it seems to the writers that in a year 
of light infestation a slight degree of benefit may be secured from the 
picking operations, but that in a year of average or heavy infestation 
this benefit is completely lost. This conclusion is borne out by the 
experiences of various planters which have come under the observa- 
tion of the writers, and is especially discouraging in view of the fact 
that in a year of heavy infestation the control measure is most needed. 

Another point of primary importance in connection with the plan- 
tation use of these control measures is the labor problem. This 
requires a consideration of the labor supply available on the average 
Delta plantation, the labor requirements of the ordinary plantation 
operations, and the labor requirements of the weevil-picking opera- 
tion. In the first place, it is advisable to consider the organization of 
the labor by which these picking operations are to be conducted. 
These measures are practiced only on a tenant basis, where a 
‘‘family”’ takes care of a certain quantity of land. This land usually 
is divided between cotton and corn, the greater portion being in 
cotton. In addition to the labor involved in caring for this land it 
is necessary for the plantation to levy upon the male members of 
these families for a certain amount of wage labor to be used in the 
care of the oat and hay crops, which are handled only on a wage basis. 

RELATION BETWEEN LABOR SUPPLY AND MALARIA. 

The Bureau of Entomology is conducting an investigation on 
the Hecla plantation, the estate where one of the writers’ tests was 
conducted, on malaria mosquitoes and their control. In determining 
the exact relation of malaria to crop production, Dr. D. L. Van Dine 
made a detailed analysis of the available and required labor on this 
plantation. In his published account! of this work, Dr. Van Dine 
gives a chart showing the duration of each of the operations involved 

1 Van Dine, D. L., “‘The relation of malaria tocrop production.” In The Scientific Monthly, November 

1916, p. 431-439. 
Van Dine, D. L., ‘‘The losses torural industries through mosquitoes that convey malaria.’’ In South- 

ern Medical Journal, Vol. VIII, No. 3, p. 184-194. March, 1915. 
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in the production of cotton, corn, and oats and a table showing the 

labor requirements of each operation for each crop. From these the 
writers have prepared figure 1. This diagram shows not only the 
period of each operation for each crop but also, by the block system, 
the labor requirements of each crop. 

In this chart the writers have added a block showing the labor 
requirements for weevil picking in the same manner. This was 
figured on a basis of four pickings with the bag-and-hoop, extending 
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Fig. 1.—Seasonal distribution of field labor in northern Louisiana. Based on 823 acres of cotton, 657 
acres of corn, and 200 acres of oats. (Original.) 

over the period from June 10 to July 8, making the time interval 
between pickings about one week. The total acreage in cotton was 
823 acres. Of course, all of this would not be picked over under 
normal conditions; particularly since the work would be more or 
less concentrated on the more heavily infested portions. Conse- 
quently, it was assumed for the sake of conservatism that only 
two-thirds of this acreage would be treated, or 548 acres. Extensive 
observations on the time required for the operation of the bag-and- 
hoop have shown that about the best which can be expected is an 
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average of one and one-fourth acres per hand per day. However, 
these calculations were made on a basis of one and one-half acres per 
hand per day. At this rate, each picking of the 548 acres would 
require 365 labor days, making the four pickings require a total of 
1,460 labor days. 

In his paper Dr. Van Dine shows that the labor requirements of © 
the ordinary plantation operations (excluding boll-weevil control) on 
this plantation during the month of June were 1,814 days. He also 
showed that the available labor days during this same month were 
1,719. In other words, there was an actual shortage of 95 labor days 
during this month. Considermg that three of the weevil pickings 
would fall during the month of June, a total of 1,095 June labor days 
would be required for conducting this operation, and as there is 
already a deficit of 95 labor days, this would make a total of 1,190 
days of labor shortage during the month of June. Consequently, if 
the weevil control is practiced it must be at the expense of the 
neglect of some of the ordinary plantation operations. In fact, it 
would amount to about two-thirds neglect of these operations. In 
figuring the cost of malaria to the plantation Dr. Van Dine has shown 
that each day of crop neglect produced a loss of $5.11. Since every 
labor day put in at weevil picking would mean a labor-day neglect — 
of the other operations, it is seen that, while no direct outlay for 
wages might be involved, the 1,460 days required would really amount 
to an expenditure of $7,300 at the rate of $5 per day loss for neglect. 
While this may be reduced by reducing the number of pickings, 
that would stili not relieve the labor crisis which is shown in 
Diagram I, as the amount of labor required for each picking would 
still be the same unless they were conducted at longer time intervals. 
It is interesting to note that this same Hecla plantation attempted 
a thorough and systematic control of the weevils by the bag-and- 
hoop collection of the weevils in 1914, and this resulted in such a 
complete derangement of the ordinary operations without any bene- 
fit with regard to weevil infestation being shown, that the attempt 
has never been repeated. Although these figures of available labor 
are based on this plantation only, this plantation certainly is as well 
supplied with labor and as well organized as any in the district in 
which it is located. 

The writers have had the opportunity of examining the original 
data upon which Dr. Van Dine’s figures are based. Table 38 is a 
summary of the figures obtained on Hecla plantation in 1914 on the 
age, sex, and numbers of the 74 tenant families, giving the total num- 
ber available for field work, the theoretical equivalent in man days, 
and the actual man days available for field work. 
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TaBLe 38.—Available labor by sex and age groups on Hecla plantation during 1914. 

Male. Female. 

PASO OTOUDS eo eae wares 0to7 | 8to12)13to18| 19up. | Oto7 | 8to12 |13to18) 19 up. 

|. | — | —— — — ———_s | | | | 

Number individuals present.| 19.0] 14.0 29.0 82.0 24.0] 18.0 26. 0 87.0 299. 00 
- Reduced to theoretical man- 

GaysHabOn en tas ees eee hee 4.5 14.5 SISO asin ise 2525 6.5 43.5 58425 
- Actual man-days labor......|......-. 2. 38 7. 68 AG. Ay ls Fs 828 1.19 3.44 | 23.03 81.12 

It will be observed from Table 38 that after determining the actual 
individuals of the various sex and age groups present on Hecla plan- 
tation this was reduced to a basis of the theoretical number of man 
days of labor in each of these groups. However, it is quite obvious 
that this theoretical figure does not represent the available labor 
actually present. Certain factors operate on all plantations to reduce 
this theoretical labor. Again referring to the study made by this 
bureau on the relation of malaria to crop production, the following 
estimate has been made of the reduction in the available labor 
supply: 

In 1914, 138 persons in the tenant families out of a total of 299 
suffered from malaria. Dr. L. O. Howard is the authority for the 
statement that the efficiency of a person suffering from malaria is 
reduced 25 per cent. Not taking account of the cases in children 
under 8 years of age and reducing the ages of those above 8 years to 
an equivalent of adult time, an equivalent of the time of 18.5 adult 
men was lost durmg the season of 1914 through inefficiency due to 
malaria. 

It is a fact that the negro is incapable of maximum continuous 
effort during an entire day when at work, and aside from illness or 
other demands on his time will not under the tenant system work in 
the field every day when field work is possible. It is necessary to 
figure not a man day but a negro-man day, and this falls far short of 
what may be expected when continuous effort is made during the 
entire day and full advantage taken of working in the field on all days 
when field work is possible. Thirty days can not be counted on in 
every month for field work, since account must be taken of Sundays, 
holidays, and the weather conditions. The error would be as great 

_ to figure as available all labor not necessarily detained at home. 
_ Account must be taken of the class of labor upon which dependence 

is placed. It is considered that 25 per cent must be deducted from 
the total adult time available for this reason. Of the labor available 
on Hecla in 1914, this would be equivalent to the time of 38.31 adults. 
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS CONNECTED WITH LABOR. 

It is estimated that a further reduction of 10 per cent in the avail- 
able labor must be made, to allow for the ‘‘pensioners’’ on the plan- 
tation, for those suffering from diseases other than malaria, for the 
care of infants and the cooking on the part of the women, and for 
absences from the field on account of funerals and other interruptions. | 
This is equivalent to the time of 15.32 adults. The actual total adult 
time available, then, is only 81.12 instead of 153.25 adults. In 
Table 38 this available time has been reduced to adult time in the 
various groups arranged by age and sex. 

Based on averages of 50 plantations in northern Louisiana, the | 
Office of Farm Management of this department estimates that there 
are 19.1 days in June when field work is possible on a plantation. 
Taking this as a basis the various age groups shown in Table 38 have 
been reduced to available labor for the entire month of June. This 
is shown in Table 39. 

TaBLEe 39.—Total man days available of different types of labor on Hecla plantation 
during June, 1914. 

Male. Female. 

a Total. 

APC MEGLDS 5 ooo ne 8to12 | 13t018 | 19up. 8to12 |} 13to018 | 19up. 

Theoretical labor days available. 85. 95 276.95 | 1, 566.2 42. 97 124. 15 830.85 | 2,927.07 
Actual labor days available. ..-- 45. 45 146. 68 828. 94 22. 72 65. 70 439.87 | 1,549.36 

Taking the figures shown in Table 39, it is possible to determine just 
what classes of labor could be used in this weevil-picking work on the 
basis of three pickings requirmg 1,095 labor days during June. 
Taking the actual labor days available in the different classes, it is 
seen that there are 22.72 in the group of females from 8 to 12 years of 
age, 65.7 females from 13 to 18, and 439.87 females of 19 or older. 
Consequently, the total man days of labor available of the female 
sex on Hecla plantation durig June is 528.29. It is obvious that it 
would be necessary to take some male labor as well for the picking 
operation. There are 45.45 labor days of boys from 8 to 12 years of 
age. Adding this to the female labor makes only 573.74 labor days. 
There are 146.68 labor days of males from 13 to 18. Adding this to 
the preceding total gives 720.42 labor days, which is still 374 days 
short of the number required for the weevil-picking work. In other 
words, if all the female labor and all of the male labor under 19 years 
of age were devoted to weevil picking there would still be a shortage 
of 374 labor days for the picking operation. As the only labor left 
available is the males of 19 years or older, some of these must be 
utilized on the picking work. There are approximately 829 labor 
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days of this group available. Consequently, if we subtract the labor 
required for the picking operation from that available during June 

k A : ° 
- control is the hand collection of fallen squares. Observations on the 

there are only 455 labor days remaining. However, it was found in 
the malaria investigations that 199 labor days were lost directly 
because of malaria during June, and subtracting this number from 
the 455, the reare only 256 labor days left for conducting all ordinary 
plantation operations during the month of June, and it has been 
shown that these ordinary operations require a total of 1,814 labor 
days. : 

Going back to Table 39, it is of interest to calculate just what pro- 
portion of the theoretical labor would be required. If the three 
groups of female labor and the males from 8 to 12 are totaled, it is 
found that 1,093.92 days result. In other words, even on the basis 
of the theoretical labor, which is far from the actual labor available, 
it would require all of the females and all of the males up to 13 years 
of age to conduct the picking operations. 

These observations on labor requirements and available labor seem 
to show definitely the impracticability of the systematic use of the 
bag-and-hoop on the plantation. Since comparative efficiency 
observations have shown that the bag-and-hoop requires only one- 
fourth as long as the hand picking of weevils and collects twice as 
many to the acre, the outlook for hand picking is very discouraging 
to say the least. As the labor available is not sufficient to conduct 
the bag-and-hoop collections, it certainly is not sufficient for the 
hand pickings, which would require four times as much labor. In 
addition, if the proportion of weevils collected with the bag-and-hoop 
is not high enough to benefit materially an average or heavy infesta- 
tion, there seems to be little chance of securing a benefit from hand 
picking one-half this number of weevils. Still another method of 

labor requirements of this have shown that the best which can be 
expected is one acre per day per hand. Thus this operation would 
require one-third more labor than the operation of the bag-and-hoop 

and is eliminated in the same manner. 

The type of labor available for this weevil picking and the type 
required are also of interest. In view of the general labor shortage 
prevailing in the Delta, it is necessary for the women to assume the 

responsibility of all operations possible. This naturally results in 
_ their use as hoe hands in restraining the grass growth in both cotton 

| 

and corn, particularly cotton. In case of a rain delaying operations 
and causing an excess of grass growth, it falls to their lot to save the 
cotton crop by hoeing, while the men are attempting to catch up 
with the strictly masculine operations. This condition is met at some. 

_ time practically every season in the Delta and shows the importance 
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of the women in the labor complex of ordinary operations. Under 
such conditions (and these are normal conditions in the Delta) the 
only labor left available for weevil and square picking operations 
without taking hands from some other operations is that of the chil- 
dren who are too small to hoe. 

In this connection it is necessary to consider the type of labor 
required for the control operation. It would seem that the children 
and such women as might happen to be available should be able to 
reduce the weevil infestation somewhat by picking, but this is not 
the case. As a general rule negro children working alone willaccom- 
plish nothing. Their only incentive for effective work lies in the 
continued presence of older people who will force them to work prop- 
erly and continuously. This would of course involve the presence of 
at least a few women with each group of children, and when the 
family is the unit the mother would be forced to neglect the hoeing 
and work with the children. Even this would be practicable under 
some conditions if it were not for the attitude of the women. It is 
generally recognized that negro women are very unsatisfactory 
workers at many plantation operations without the presence of men 
to keep them at work. This is particularly true of the weevil-picking 
operation, as this work is very distasteful to them and they wish to 
slight it. Of course this is due to the fact that the incentive for per- 
forming arduous and distasteful labor is not as great with the women 
as with the men because, generally speaking, the women are not as 
much concerned as the men in securing a successful crop. As a 
result it is generally found that to secure a picking which in any way 
approaches thoroughness it is necessary to have a certain number of 
men with each force of laborers. At any rate, regardless of the 
necessity of the presence of men, a small amount of child labor is n 
reality the only surplus labor available, and this is certainly far from 
sufficient to produce any effect upon the weevil infestation. Any 
addition to this labor only depletes the ranks of those employed in 
the ordinary plantation operations, and must result in some neglect. 

The discovery of the injurious effect of the use of the bag-and-hoop 
on the plant is of great importance. Owing to the seriousness of the 
labor problem concerned in these operations, the first studies of the 
use of the bag-and-hoop looked very encouraging, as it was certainly 
a great advance over hand picking in both speed and efficiency of 
operation. However, the studies of the past season have shown 
definitely that the use of this semimechanical picker can not be 
recommended. 

The studies on the infested forms collected by the bag-and-hoop 
are considerably reduced in practical importance by the discovery 
of the injurious effect of this collector on the plants. However, the 
general tendency of these studies is to emphasize this injurious effect, 
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as from 25 to 50 per cent of the forms which were collected in the 
bags proved to be uninfested. Of course, a certain percentage of 
these were uninjured forms which would shed normally, but a con- 
siderable number undoubtedly were good forms which were broken 
off by the shaking process. 

The comparison of the two varieties of cotton was not sufficiently 
complete to allow any general conclusions, but the most important 
point seems to be that the bag-and-hoop collects a higher proportion 
of the infested squares on the long-staple variety than on the short. 

The failure of the mechanical picker to give satisfactory results is 
very discouraging, as such a picker seems the only solution of the 
labor problem involved in the collection of weevils and squares. As 

_ has been mentioned, the picker tested was the most promising which 
had come under the observation of the writers, but proved to miss a 
sufficient number of weevils practically to prevent any reduction in 
the infestation. In addition, this picker was so injurious to the 

plants that it actually reduced the crop considerably. 
The information secured on the interplat movement of the weevils 

in the various field experiments is of considerable importance in the 
interpretation of the results of such tests. It is seen that in each 
case there was a more or less increased infestation in the picked rows 
immediately adjoming the unpicked cotton. However, this was 

usually slight and extended only a short distance, so it was certainly 
not sufficient to prevent the control measures from producing a 

beneficial effect in the treated plats, if they would do so under field 
conditions. This conclusion is borne out by the fact that identical 
tests where the control measure tested proved effective have shown 
a quite definite control reaction within these comparatively small 
plats. It is probable that the small size of the plats would some- 
what reduce the extent of the gain in production from any beneficial 
treatment owing to the immigration of the weevils from unpicked 
cotton late in the season, but it seems fair to assume that when 

applying these results to field conditions this factor would be at the 
very least counterbalanced by the greater thoroughness of the pick- 
_ ing operations in these plat tests. It should be remembered that a 
_ limited number of pickers were used in all of these plat tests and that 
_ they were under the constant supervision of one or more of the ento- 
-mologists. As a result, the operations were conducted far more 
_ thoroughly than would be possible under field conditions. 
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